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ABSTRACT

Gastilld-Pekapcik, Elena, "A Study of Employee Theft In
Hospitals," Master Of Arts, California-State
University, San Bernardino.
■'Purpose:-. ■ ■"

The main purpose of this study was to establish

whether there was a theft problem in the participating
hospitals.

Another purpose was to examine theft

differences between male and female respondents and
between hospitals.
' 'M'ethods

The methodology used in this study was analysis

of primary data gathered from a survey questionnaire.
Questionnaires were distributed to 500 employees from

two local hospitals.

Out of 500 questionnaires mailed,

133 (27 percent) responded.

The questiohnaire consisted

of 71 variables with three major divisions.

To establish

the respondent's perception of theft, a seriousness sOale

was created and entered at the beginning of the question
naire.

The second pprtion asks the respohdent to

f ecord any observexi thef t behav ior by other employees.
The last section consists of the respondents own theft
act ivi ty.

Analysis of thpyariables consists of frequency
distributions, Chi-Square, cross-tabulations, and
T-Tests.

The variables are tested at the nominal,

ordinal and interval levels of measurement.
iii

Findings

This study showed that there was a theft problein in

the two hospi talis involving many hbspi tal i tems all with
different theft rates.

Specifically, eight items had

theft rates between 10-46 percent.

the first hypothesis.

This was discussed in

There were ten hypothesis in all.

Only one, the first hypothesisj was accepted.

Females cominitted more theft than males.

Frequency

scores indicated that the female theft rate was 23

percent higher than the male theft rate.

Generally, Kaiser Hospital had a higher theft

frequency than San Bernardino Gominunity Hospital (SBCH),
37 percent more.

In the self-report section. Kaiser

employees admitted to twice as much theft activity than
SBCH-employees.-

^

For the most part, sex, age, income, marital

/Status, occupation, years—of—serviCe, ethic background,
and education were not indicators of theft when
introduced to the Sample,
-rConclusion' ■ ■

Based on the analysis of Hypothesis One, there is a

substantial amount of theft occurring in the hospitals
involving smaller hospitals items.

vary, from 1-46 percent.

The theft rates

Theft of larger more valuable

items were committed, but were less frequent.

The

®i^tistics here may be an indication of what is actually
iv

occurring but oh a much wider perhaps more expensive
scale.

This research could hot provide those conclusions

due to its "smallness."

A bigger hospital study

focussing entirely on self-reporting theft consisting of

a greater humber of respondiBntS coulC pPd
statistics needed to substantiate the indicators of
theft.

According to this research, GontroT practices are

needed to minimize theft losses.

Cross-referencing and

routirie audits need to be instituted into department

practice.

Theft palicies should be formally introduced

to the emplpyee at brientationahd reiterated

peripdically throughout the year.

And to prevent

substantial losses, no one persoh should have full
responsibility of a task.

"Separation of duties"

reduces the oppprtuhity to commit theft.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PROBLEM OF CRIME

Crime encompasses a variety of criminal activity
ranging from blue and white-collar crime to violent

criminal acts.

This paper included a discussipn of the

different types of crimes and thefts, and some conse

quences of both; however, it focuses specificaMy on

employee theft in hospitals. The importance of this study
lies in the fact that employee theft has become a critical
problem and continues to grow.
The Literature

The United States has higher serious crime rates

than any other developed country. Washington D.C., for
example, has recently been named "homicide capital of the
United States" because of their high murder rates.

In

1938, Washington D.C.'s homicide rate was 59.5 per 100,000
population, whereas Toronto Canada had a homicide rate of

1.6 per 100,000 (Harries, 1990;4). New York City typical
ly has more homicides in one year than the nation of Japan
(Harries, 1990:100). Likewise, robbery rates in New York

are five times greater than London's and 125 timss higher

than Tokyo's (Archer and Gartner, 1984:38).

Research

by Currie (1991), states that the risk of homicide for
a young American male, between the ages of fifteen to

twenty-four is seventy-three times greater in the U.S.

than in Austria and forty-four times greater than Japanese
youth.

For many of our larger cities, 1990 was the most

violent year ever.

By mid-year, cities with over a

million population had homicide rates 20 percent higher
than the entire year of 1989 (Currie, 1990).

The risks of

violence have simply risen too quickly in America.

Worse,

the number of those engaging in violence is growing.
As a nation, murder rose 4 percent in 1989 from the

previous year (Crime in the United States, 1990).
increased by 2 percent totaling 94,504.

Rapes

National trend

studies show that by 1990 forcible rape rose 7 percent
over 1985 and 14 percent above 1980.

by 6 percent in 1989.

Robberies increased

Lastly, aggravated assaults

increased by almost 5 percent in 1989 from the previous
'year.

Property crime has also increased.

Motor vehicle

theft increased 8 percent in 1989 from 1988 and 36 percent

between 1985-1989 (Statistical Abstract, 1991).

Larceny-

theft incidents increased by only 1.2 percent in 1989 from

1988, but increased 9 percent between 1985-1989. Burglary,
on the other hand, decreased by 2.5 percent in 1989 from

1988.

Between 1980-1989, burglary decreased by
2

24 percent with its smallest decrease of .9 percent

between 1985-1989.

Nationwide there were 3,168,170

btirjg'laries in 1989 (Crime In The United States, 1990).
Although bUr^

have recently decreased, 3,168,170

bufelarles hardly seCm like ia small huoiber«

Basically,

all property crime has increased except for burglary.
These rates are based on crimes reported to tlie

police. However, according to the National Crime Survey,
much crime goes unreported (Blumstein et al., 1991).
Therefore, the problem of crime is sighificantly greater
that official data indicates.

Looking at our corrections system, prisons are

extremely overcrowded.

Stricter laws and public pressure

have forced judges to impose stronger sentences^

As a

result, the number of inmates is at a record high.

In

1989, the prijson and jail population passed the one mil
lion mark (Currie, 1991),
capacity.

Local jails are also filled to

Prisons and local jails are simply overcrowded

and we cannot build faci11ties fast enough to house these
inmates.

The cost of crime is shocking.

In 1971 the total

expenses for criminal justice services was over $11 bil

lion. . By 1985, the cost of these services Was over $45
billion (Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1981

and 1986). As of 1990, the cCst was $60 hi11ion annually
(Sourcebook Criminal Justice Statistics, 1990). This
3

figure does not include the costs to victims.

"Out of

pocket" costs of crime to victims was $10.9 billion in

1981 (Cohen, 1988).

Costs to victims include monetary

losses, pain and suffering either physical or mental, and
risk of death.

Even though personal and household crimes

cost victims billions of dollars, this figure represents
only a small fraction of the total cost of crime.

Crime

then, has no small price.

Generally, when people think of crime they think of
the Uniform Crime Reports Part I offenses which include

homicide, forcible rape, robbery, arson, aggravated
assault, burglary, larceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft.

They do not immediately think of fraud, embezzlement,
bribery, or corporate violations as criminal.

It is the

media that emphasizes violent street crime and down—plays
white collar crime.

Nonviolent crimes simply do not

generate attention by the media.

Yet, compared to street

crime, white-collar crime can be far more dangerous and
more costly to society; danger is introduced through
unsafe products or unsafe working conditions.

The concept of white-collar crime was first intro
duced by Edwin H. Sutherland in 1939.

He defined white-

collar crime as "a crime committed by a person of respec
tability and high social status in the course of his
occupation," (Sutherland 1949:2).

This definition

encompasses everything from embezzlement to bribery of
■

4

government officials.

Most of Sutherland's research was

focused on business crime, particularly on violations of
federal economic regulations.

Before Sutherland's iniro

duction of the concept of white-cdillar crime, crime was

seen as something that happened primarily to immigrants,

minorities, or poor people.

After his classic study of

criminal behavior by corporations, other criminologists

®bd the public began to recognize offenses committed by

the individuals who were usually law abiding, as criminal
(Hoi1inger, 1983:1).

Social scientists, Marshall B. Clinard and Richard

Quinney (1973) replaced the term white-collar crime with

"corporate crime and occupational crime." Douglas and
Johnson (1977) called white-collar crime "official

deviance."

Ermann and Lundman (1978) referred to it as

"corporate and government" deviance. Finally, Simon and
Eitzen (1982) used the term "elite deviance." Today, the

label of white—collar crime is used for a wide variety of
socially injurious behavior committed by individuals and
corporations in the course of their occupations and

organizational activity (Hollinger, 1983:1). White-collar
crime is no longer restricted to "high social status"

positions, it also includes middle levels of the status
hierarchy. Green (1990) refers to occupational crime as

"any act punishable by law which is committed through
opportunity created in the course of an occupation
5-

'

that is leir&l*"

Corporate crime is viewed as a form of white-collar

crime.

Corporate violations differ from other forms of

white-collar crimes because they are or^anlzational rather

than individualistic.

The critical point here is that

corporate officials are acting^ on behalf of the corpora

tion and not specifically for personal gain, although the

criminal act may bring executives benefits indirectly

(Clinard and Quinney, 1973:188; Cullen et. al., 1987:40).
Albanese (1987) considered planning and deceit as

"organizational crime" which was not limited to occupa
tionally related offenses.

Donald Horning (1970), identic

fied theft by workers of an industrial plant as "blue
col1ar crime."

Both white and blue—col1ar crimes are

perpetrated in the course of the job.

With occupational

crime though, the corporation is the victim.

Some of the

varieties of occupational crimes include embezzlement,

employee pilferage, fraud, arson, vandalism, and shop
lifting, among others.

The economic damage of white-collar crime is not easy
to measure.

During the 1970's, it was estimated corporate

crime cost the public between $174-$231 billion a year

(Hochstedler, 1984). The banking industry alone is guilty
of costing the public billions of dollars (Cullen et. al.,
1987).

Jaspan :(1974) reports U.S. corporations

fail to report over $1 billion a year in income to the
6

Internal Revenue Service.

In contrast, studies by Clinard

and Yeagrer (1973) estimate that the annual losses from
street crime are about $4 billion.

This is less than

5 percent of the estimated losses from corporate crime.

Compared to street crime, white-collar crime costs society
considerably more.

Who is committing these crimes?

Although violations

occur in organizations ranging from meat packing plants to
electrical companies, those with the highest crime rates

are the petroleum, manufacturing, pharmaceutical, and
automobile companies.

More specifically, white-collar

crime is committed by older adults instead of teenagers
and young adults as in the case of street crime (Weisburd

et al, 1990).

According to this study, the average white-

collar criminal is a white male with an average age of
forty.

Also, those individuals committing white-collar

crimes are in the upper and middle hierarchy of the com
pany.

More white-collar crime is committed by males than

females (Daly, 1989).

This is understandable since there

are more men in the work-force than women.

The study by

Daly (1989), indicated that men committing white-collar
crimes were administrators or managers, and women commit

ting white-collar crimes were in clerical positions.

In

the same study, men tended to commit these crimes in
groups, whereas women tended to commit these crimes indi

vidually. Lastly, similar to street crime, a substantial
7

number of white-collar criminals are repeat offenders
(Weisburd et al., 1990).
Most white-collar criminals do not receive severe

penalties for their crimes; instead they receive rela

tively minor penalties or sanctions (Scott, 1989).

Those

committing^^ large scale crimes often do not even suffer job

loss; but for those committing small scale crimes, the job
is the first to go (Benson, 1989).

Class position at

times determines the likelihood of loss job but it does
not predict incarceration.
Fraud and Theft

Literature in criminology suggests there is an
extensive amount of fraud and deception in retail busi

nesses.

False advertising is one of the best known forms

of deception.

A good example of fraud is the Equity Fund

ing scandal where corporate executives fixed the books to

inflate the stock to $80 when it was actually worth $6.
An investigation revealed that company executives had

Written 56,000 phoney insurance policies and created $.120

million in phoney assets.
policies they

To collect on these insurance

killed off" phoney insurees.

After convic

tion, the president of the company received an eight year
prison term.

Severe sentences, however, are a rare

occurrence.

Fraud is extensive iii the automobile industry.
According to a federal agency study, the average motorist
8

is over-charged about $150 a year for needless car repairs

(Green, 1990:213).

Collectively, the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration found that consumers waste

almost $20 billion a year on fraudulent automobile repairs

(Ashford, 1976).

This type of fraud includes charging for

extra hours of labor, installing new parts not needed, and
charging for work that was never done.

The governmental sector is as vulnerable to fraud,
pilferage and embezzlement as is the private sector.

In

fact, there are some crimes such as tax evasion that

exclusively affect the government.

Other areas of fraud

involve welfare or medicare services.

Bribery and

corruption also exists in our government.
Corporate crime extends into the labor force.

Deaths, injuries, and illnesses occur from unsafe working
conditions through corporate violations.

It is probably

the most neglected enforcement area imposed on the Ameri

can people (Cullen et al., 1987:67).

The National Safety

Cdurtci 1 est ima.tes 14,000 job—related deaths Occur annual —

iy» while another 2.2 million disabling injuries occur
annually (Ashford, 1976:114).
Consumers are also at risk from white-collar crime.

Many products injure or kill thousands of consumers every
year.

Statistics show dangerous products result in

approximately 28,000 deaths annually and 130,000 serious

injuries (Claybrook, 1984).

A good example is the Ford
9

Pinto which was knowingly manufactured with a faulty gas
tank system.

After a rear end collision, the Pinto at

times would burst into flames from impact (Cullen et al.,
1987:178).

As organizations victimize the public, members of the
public victimize organizations.

Victimization occurs

through nonviolent crimes against businesses such as

employee pilferage, embezzlement, securities theft\fraud,
check fraud, credit card fraud, insurance fraud, vanda
lism, and burglary among others.

These crimes combined

are estimated to cost businesses billions of dollars

annually.

Tersine and Russell (1981), in their study,

report that losses from internal theft ranges from $4 to

$44 billion a year.

More recent figures estimate white-

collar crime closer to $47 billion a year (Sosnowski,
1985).

Law enforcement officials claim that more than 90

percent of today's crime occurs inside businesses rather

than on the streets.

Further, the losses from economic

crimes are forty times greater than the losses from street

crime (May, 1980).

Compared to street crime, nonviolent

crimes against businesses cost $43 billion a year more.
Employee Theft

Hollinger, (1983) defines employee theft as the

"unauthorized taking, control, or transfer of money and\or
property of the formal work organizations that is perpe
trated by an employee during the course of occupational
10

activity."

Employee theft may take the form of taking

money from a cash register, taking merchandise, supplies,
or tools, manipulation of organizational assets and, more
recently, computer theft for personal benefit.

Measuring this phenomenon accurately is difficult.

Estimates on the economic impact of employee theft are at

best educated guesses.

Of the eleven crimes against

businesses, theft of company property by employees is
estimated by the American Management Associations to have

the single most significant dollar-impact, (Hoilinger,

1983).

It is believed nearly a thousand businesses a year

go bankrupt because of employee theft (MaCaghy, 197G).
Research by Arnold (1985) indicates one out of ten

businesses fail each year as a direct result of employee
theft.

Another report suggests 30 percent of all business

failures in a given year may be attributed to significant

employee-theft problems (Sosnowski, 1985; Hefter, 1986).
Employee theft is a growing problem in all organi

zations.

Research by Gilmore (1982) states employee theft

has grown from $16 billion in 1971 to $75 billion in 1979.

Temporarily, large companies can absorb theft losses, but

inevitably they must pass the cost to insurance companies,
consumers, and the taxpayers.

Many business failures;

therefore, cannot be blamed on the economy as is often
noted in the media, rather they are directly related to
employee theft.
11.- :

In 1976, it was estimated that 12 cents of every

dollar spent was added to price because of employee theft,

(Canadian Business, 1976).
today.

Undoubtedly, it is much higher

According to Arnold (1985) businesses add a 15 to

25 percent "pilferage tax" to the price of goods.

Here

again, the consumer suffers the consequences.
The number of employees involved in employee theft

varies.

According to security expert Lipman (1973),

approximately one-half of all employees steal to some

degree; 25 percent Of these employees take valuable items,
and 8 percent of these employees steal large quantities of
company property.

Another study reports seven out of

every ten employees can be expected to steal at one time

or another (Tersine and Russell, 1981).

A self-report

study of a drug store chain indicated that 76 percent of

the employees surveyed admitted to stealing (Alder, 1977).
Similarly, another self—report study of an electronics
assembly plant by Horning (1970) found that 85 percent of

the employees surveyed admitted to stealing.

In short,

according to these studies, the majority of a companies'
employees are iiivolved in some type of theft.
Management personnel are not exempt from theft

either.

Studies by Jaspan (1974) indicate 62 percent of

the losses from employee theft can be attributed to
company supervisors.

Since they have better access to

cash or company books, theft by management personnel can
12

riBSult in higher losses than theft by others.

But this

does not mean managenient steals more than regular

employees; it only signifies that it is easier for them to
commit theft.

For example, in an extreme case, assets of

a firm can be systematically dpained off by directors

eventualiy leaving the stockholders with hothing but a
worthless shell as in the Equity Funding case.

Non-

management employees simply lack the access or power to
xO0imlt:.''-such crimes

'

other studies estimate the prevalence of employee
theft vafies from 9 to 75 percent (Zeitlin, 1971; U.S.
News & WorId Report, 1977).

One of the principle reasons

for so muph diversity in these figures is due to little
empirical data available from which researchers can

accurately estimate the quantity of employee theft*

Besides theft of company property, there is theft of the
organizetion * s time aftd benefi ts (Caudi11, 1998).
ever, those issues will not be addressed here.

How

Theft of

time and benefits are topics within themselves.
Contrdlling crime against businesses is difficult

for several reasons.

First, priyate and public organiza

tions are disliked by many p

because of their large

size, impersona1ity, and forma1 ru1es of regu1ation, Most

crimes committed against businesses have low yisibility.
They are unobtrusive in nature.

These factors have led to

a failure of the public to stigmatize the perpetrators of
13

these crimes (Smigel and Ross, 1970:4).

In fact, some

criminal acts gain sympathy from the public.

After appre

^®wding a criminal, bureaucracies cannot routinely pass

the offender to law enforcement agencies because they may
not be seen as the victim (Smigel arid Rossv 1970:5).
Instead, organizations may receive bad publicity for

prosecuting the perpetrator.

To avoid becoming more of a

victim, the company may decide not to prosecute and

simultaneously maintain a positive public image.

It is

simply easier for a company to dismiss an employee rather

than attract public attention through a formal legal
prosecution which is costly and time consuming (Tersine

and Russell, 1981). Companies, in addition, are open to
libel suits for "defamation of character" if the offender

is not convicted. For these reasons, few are prosecuted

(Simgel and Ross, 1970:10; Tersine and Russell, 1981).
Hospital Theft

An extensive amount of data on employee theft exists

on retail stores, industrial plants, and manufacturing
companies.

However, little data exist in the area of

service organizations. Theft by hospital employees is a
relatively new field. Hospitals are as vulnerable to

employee theft as any other institution (Jaspan, 1974;
Hofacre, 1979; Hollinger, 1979; Jones, 1980). Hofacre

1979) states that no organization is immune from employee
theft. Schools and churches, along with hospitals, have
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been the subjects of limited research on employee theft

(Hofacre, 1979).
The extent of hospital theft is not known.

Some

experts attribute part of the high cost of hospital care
to employee theft.

This would stand to reason since hos

pitals, like other organizations, often increase prices to
compensate for theft losses.

As businesses, hospitals are

likely to operate under the same principle.

Because of

the relative lack of research, the effects of employee

theft are difficult to recognize in hospitals.

Thus, more

research is needed concerning the extent Of employee
theft, its causes, and effects.

This thesis will focus on

the former, the extent of employee theft.
Statement of the Problem

Theft, in general, is an extensive problem in law
enforcement.

Employee theft, in particular, is difficult

to control and dollar losses run into the billions

annually.
theft.

It seems that no company is free from employee

It affects retail companies as well as service

organizations.

Methods of employee theft are both

numerous and elaborate in sc

To add to the problem,

clerical billing errors and shoplifting inflate the rate

of "inventory shrinkage" ((Hollinger, 1979).

Whatever the

label, pilferage, shrinkage, or stealing, employee theft
remains the hidden crime of business.
answer to this phenomenon.

There is no easy

This research, however, takes
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another look at an area that has had little scrutiny in
attempts to identify the extent of employee theft at a
local level.

In turn, perhaps the outcome of this

research will yield new methods in controlling employee
theft in hospitals and expose weaknesses Of hospitals that
may be contributing to the theft problem.

This is the

importance of this study.

There are ten hypotheses for this study which will be
listed here.

Hypothesis 1:

There will be a theft problem among the two
hospitals of this study as in the other

hospital studies mentioned (Jaspan 1974j
Hpfacre 1979; Hoilinger 1979; Jones 1981).
Hypothesis 2:

Male employees will have a higher rate of

theft than female employees (Hoilinger,
1979; 1983).

Hypothesis 3:

Male employees will probably admit to theft
of greater monetary value.

Hypothesis 4:

Younger employees will have a higher
frequency of theft than older employees
(Hollinger, 1979; 1983).

Hypothesis 5:

Marital status will have a direct effect on
theft activity.

Those employees who are

not married will have higher theft activity
that those who are married.
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Hypothesis 6:

Among the different ethnic groups, some
groups will have a higher frequency of
theft than others.

Hypothesis 7:

Among the different occupations, some
occupations will have a.m higher frequency
of theft than others.

Hypothesis 8:

Employees with more education will have
lower frequencies of theft than those
employees with less education.

Hypothesis 9:

Employees with a higher income will have
lower frequencies of theft than those with
less income.

Hypothesis 10: Employees with fewer "years-of-service" or
less tenure are more likely to engage in
theft activity than those with more tenure

(Hollinger, 1979, 1986).
Another focus of this study is to determine whether

there is a significant difference in employee theft

between hospitals.

Variables such as age and ethnic back

ground, as a contributing factor to employee theft, will

also be examined.

Another primary goal of this study is

to determine the items most vulnerable to employee theft.
Limi tat ions

There a few limitations to this study.

First of

all, the researcher did not determine the sampling unit.
Each facility retrieved their own sampling unit.
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The

process of retrieving the sampling unit was administered

by each hospital's personnel department.
used a computer assisted process.

Both facilities

It selected the

sampling unit from a stratified sample of the general
employee pool.

Since the researcher was not involved in the

sampling process, it is not known how representative the
sample is.

The list may not be as representative as it

should be.

With each facility retrieving their own

sampling unit, the representativeness needed for a valid

study could not be assured as would have been preferred.

The presence of the researcher during the retrieving
process was simply not possible.

In reviewing Kaiser

Hospital's sampling list, the sample appeared to be repre
sentative since it was in a stratified form.

With San

Bernardino Hospital's sampling list, the researcher was

not permitted to view the list to protect the identity of
the potential respondents.

However, the researcher was

assured by the personnel director that the list was a
stratified sample from an alphabetized list.

Another limitation of the study concerns the number

of hospitals participating. The study is limited to two

hospitals instead of three as anticipated. With only two

hospitals, the availability of the data is definitely
limited. Out of the five hospitals who were asked to

participate, only two welcomed the idea. Thus, the
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results from this study may not be representative of all

hospitals.

Therefore, the results may not be accurately

generalized to other hospita,ls.

However, this istudy can

cpnfirm or contradict what has already been discbyered.
In additioi), the study does cresite more data oh a subject

where littler ^ata exist.

new pplicies

or procedures for reducing the extent of employee theft
;could he'/recommehded:.''

'
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction

This chapter traces the developineht of the hospi

tal and identifies some of the cdntributing factors to
employee theft in hospitals.

It also discusses the con

cept of employee theft in an occupational setting, in this
case, a hospital setting.

area is reviewed.

Next, current research; in this

It is important to pursue this study

because according to Hofacre (1979), employee the^t has

social and psychological impact > corrodes societajl values,
leads to loss of faith in the law, and a lack of trust in

organizations.

If this is truly the case, then it is

critical that further research ensues.

In addition, to

reduce the effects of employee theft, new control methods

or policies must be developed.

In analyzing the informa

tion in this current research, new methbds may possibly
be discovered and existing conditions within a hospital
setting that may contribute to theft may be exposed.
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History

Hospitals have been subject to various types of
research, but little has focused on the extent and effects
of theft or crime.

Hospitals, as a setting where crime

occurs, have nbt been studied from a social perspective

(Hofacre, 1979). Thusv all of th

hospital

theft are not Icnown. : Some claiia that the high cost of

hbspitalization is due, in piart, to hospital theft. Hut
the effects of theft are Only guesses.

Accurate data on

hospital theft by employees is simply not available.

Some

industries are requirod by law to docunient their losses?
however, hospitals are not.

To develop a better under"' .

standing Of employee theft, clearly naore data is needed in

this area.

Ohe of the primar y reasons for conducting this

research is to make data more available^

The term hospital originated from the terms of

"hospes" c>r "host." The origins of the Western hospital
in the Middle Ages were primarily aS charitable institu
tions.

Anyone such as tiie poor> the sick, or the trayel

ler, was able to seek care.

During this time, the hospi

tal was religiously based, both in practice and spirit.
Those individuals who worked in the hospital saw taking
care of the Sick and weary as a righteous duty and a
means of aidihg one*s own Salvation.

Coe (1970:236), fepoftS that hpspitals contain two
basic characteristics.

First, there is an emphasis on

Christian charity.

Under Christianity, the purpose of the

institution was generally service and welfare.

It meant

that people employed there work together for the benefit
of others.

Second, Christian love meant providing care

for anyone who needed it.
"conimunity" institution.

The image is istill of a
Even todays most hospitals are

drganized on a charitable or nonprofit basis.

The

organization's primary goal is helping people.

After 1900, hospitals began to view themselves dif

ferently.

They were not primarily a charitable institu

tions but as businesses.

As a business it had to show, if

not a prbfit, at leasl nbt a Ibss.
many businesses in one.

In fact, hospitals are

Among other things, they are a

laundry, reetaarahty hoteli and bffice building.
a great deal of drugs, foods, and equipment.

They use

Many hospi

tal goods can be used by femplbyees to ifurniah entire
apartments or houses.

Palmer (1971) states approximately

3,000 hospital items can be used in a home.

The reasons for the lack of data regarding hospital
theft are not clear.

Perhaps they are not studied as much

because they are a service organization rather than a

business one.

Although they are not thought of in these

terms, hospitals are "big business" (California Hospital
Association, 1978).

In 1977, the number of hospital

employees totaled two and a half million.

In 1988, the

employee pool totaled almost four million (U.S.
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Statistical Abstract, 1991).

For the saoie year (1977),

hospital expenditures reached $65.6 bi 11ioii.

fhis is 3.6

percent of the nation's i^ross hatioiial product (Galifornia

Hoispital Asspei

1978),

In 1988, total hospital

expenditures were $196 hi11ion annually (U,S. Statistical
Abstract, 1991).
The cost of

roODi has increased dramati

cally in the last 20 years.

in the tf.S* f

In 1970, the averag^^e charge

a semi-private room for one day was $81.

In 1977 it reached $190.

By 1988, the cost was $586 per

day (U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1991).

Undoubtedly, it

;.is^:puch higher^'t'oday,;';.
One reason why hospitals are "big business" is

because they have experienced steady growth in the last
generation^

Between 1957-77, hospitals grew 11 percent

nationwide (Hofacre 1979).

In 1957, there were 5,309

hospitals in the United States.
5,881.

By 1977i there were

As of 1988, there were a total of 6,927 hospitals

of all types operating in the nation (U.S. Statistical
Abstract, 1991).

Also, the average bed-size per hospital,

in 1988, was approximately 200 (U.S. Statistical Abstract,

1991).

In California, hospitals have grown at a

phenomenal rate due to the rapid population growth, from
309 hospitals in 1955 to 527 in 1977 (California Hospital

Association, 1978).

By 1988, there were 563 hospitals

operating in California.

HpspitaTs truly are
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"big business."

With their extensive growth, hospitals now have

numerous specialized departments such as x-ray services,

laboratories, physical therapy, nuclear medicine,
cardiology and gastroenterology, along with diagnostic

services.

In addition to specialized departments, many

hospitals have treatment centers for chemical dependency
and social services for the handicapped and elderly

(Hofacre, 1979). Having several different types of
departments and services, some hospitals cover several
city blocks.

When hospitals grow larger, add new services and make

changes in old ones, there is an increased tendency toward
bureaucratization, (Anderson and Warkov, 1961). At the
same time, departments and personnel within them operate
more independently of one another than they have in the
past.

This departmentalization and fragmentation

decreases accountability, (Heydebrand, 1969). Both are
contributing factors to a loss of organizational control
over employee behavior, including theft.
Current Research

Some of the early research regarding hospital theft
was done by Jaspan(1974). According to his research,
hospitals are exposed to much of the same crime that

occurs in other businesses. Hospitals are "prime" targets

for theft since they contain enormous amounts of supplies,
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drugs, cash, and portable equipment.

In some respects,

hospitals seem to be more vulnerable to theft than other

businesses because they are "open" institutions.

On any

given day, hundreds of people enter and leave the facil
ity.

Visitors roam about freely into restricted areas

without any surveillance.

The possibility of theft is

enhanced by free movement, lack of security, casually
protected areas and the lack of preventative measures to
minimize opportunity.

Jaspan (1974:172) found within a hospital setting
"kickbi^cks," collusion, and hospital property stolen to
be "fenced" somewhere else.

In a medical center in the

Midwest, the director of food services had been the

beneficiary of favors and "kickbacks" from vendors for
overlooking the padding of fees.

amounted to $25,000 annually.

His "kickbacks" had

In another hospital, the

maintenance supervisor overlooked heavily padded fees by
heating, plumbing, and air-conditioning contractors to

have his home painted at two-year intervals (Jaspan,
1974:173)
.

The pharmacy is a particularly vulnerable depart
ment.

Control procedures are complicated by the free flow

of sample merchandise and returned items.

For example,

an audit in one hospital revealed that the pharmacist and

other employees were in collusion with several drug whole
salers.

The pharmacist would buy excessive quantities of
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drugs in exchange for expensive gift merchandise from the
vendor.

This was more or less a "barter" arrangement;

money was rarely exchanged (Jaspan, 1974:174).
In another case, a pharmacist operated his own

business on the hospital premises using hospitsl stock
(Jaspan, 1974!174).

Additionally, the pharmacist retained

samples intended for doctors to distribute to his own
private account.

It seems that most hospital departments are vuner
able to theft, including the radiology department.

In

the radiology department of another hospital, x-ray tech
nicians were stealing film and selling it on a regular
basis to a private hospital (Jaspan, 1974:176).
Another susceptible department is central supply.
Orderlies in one hospital went into business for them

selves by hoarding surgical supplies in hampers and

®Vo®®is to later sale on the outside (Jaspan, 1974:177).
After hours, ward personnel would remove the supplies from
the-Ipremises

An in depth study cpncerning hospital theft was done

by Hpfacre (1979). Her study consisted of an anoiiymous
questionnaire which was sent to various hospital adminis
trators. A total of 530 administrators were mailed a
questionnaire about the hospital's victimization from

theftv

piit of 150 :(28.3 percent) who reaportded to the

survey, only 78 of those responded to the question of
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the amount of theft loss for their hospital.

The results were as follows: 72 (48 percent)

hospitals said that they had employee theft losses; 40
percent claimed $5,000 in theft losses; 6 (8 percent)
hospitals suffered theft losses over $50,000;.and one

hospital claimed theft losses of $90,000 annually.

Only

8 (11 percent) hospitals stated their theft losses were

"minor."

There were 15 (20.8 percent) hospitals that

actually claimed no theft losses.

The department for

which the largest number of hospitals reported theft was

Food Service, cited by 25 hospitals.

Nursing (23

hospitals) and Housekeeping (22 hospitals) were not far
behind.

Admitting and Central Supply had the fewest

losses (Hofacre, 1979).

A study by Morse and Morse (1974), two hospitals in

the West reported the loss of 169,000 diapers, 26,000
sheets, 18,000 bedpans and 8,400 blankets over a 19 month

period.

After a period of time, this type of activity

adds up to a substantial loss for the hospital.

According to a study of hospitals by Hoi linger

(1983) hospital "supplies" were the items most frequent
ly reported stolen. Of those employees surveyed, 27 per
cent of the respondents reported involvement, 9 percent
reported four or more occurrences over a year.

In addi

tion, almost 8 percent of them reported that they had

stolen medication intended for patients, with 2 percent
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noting^ that this had happened on four or more occasions

in a year.

Also, 5 percent indicated that they had taken

tools or equipment from the hospital.

A total of 4,111

hospital personnel from 21 hospitals completed the
questionnaire.

This study was part of a larger study which included
16 retail merchandise corporations and 10 electronic manu

facturing firms.

However, since the total hospital sample

size was not mentioned, it is not known what percentage
4,111 is of the total sample.

Therefore, it is difficult

to assess the impact of this information, although
Hoilinger did conclude that approximately 33 percent of

the hospital employees were involved in at least some type
of theft.

Hospital employees who had direct contact with

patients such as registered nurses, residents, physicians,
therapists, or nursing assistants, when caring for
patients on a day—to—day basis used hospital supplies for
personal use more than other type of hospital personnel.

In the health-care industry, most of the hospital property
taken was by high-status employees, particularly the
registered nursing staff.

rate than females.

Males reported a higher theft

Younger employees were more likely to

commit theft than older employees.

Continuing his research in 1988 with hospitals,

Hpllinger reports that the number of hospital employees

involved in theft ranged from 17 to 41 percent. Although
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these figulL es may be somewhat substantial» they are not as

high as those in retail sector which ranged from 19 to 80

percent.

Even though the sample size was smaller (N=3,5G7

retail employees;

hospital empioyees) in the

retail sector, they had a higher amount of theft activity.

In 1981, Jones conducted a hospital survey oh a
somewhat smaller schle.
nurses.
results.

Me surveyed thirty-four hospital

The data frOm thO study showed some interest ing
The results were as follows; 85 percent of the

nurses admi11ed to theft, 68 percent admi tted to stealing

genetal supplies, 62 percent admitted to theft of medical
supplies, and T4 percent admitted to theft Of drugs.
These figures suggest that employee theft among nursing

personnel is widespread and needs to be reduced.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce (1977) estimates the

cost of crime in health care services Where hospitals are

predominant; are oyer one billion a year (cited by

Hofacfe, 1979).

Another estimate piaces the "shr inkage"

in hospitals at well over 100 mjllion dollars a year, or
$1,000 per bed per year (Morse and Morse, 1974).

Another

researcher estimates that one of every ten hospital

emp1oyees steals habitua1ly (Mclintock, 1970).

Certain1y

with the activity of crime in hospitals, the high cost for

hospital care must be considered.

Employee theft seems to

be a prpblem in hospitals as it is in any other
■; ■oTganization. , ■
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Ghapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction

This chapter discusses the various aspects of

the methodology used in this study.

In this case, the

methodology utilized was a self-report questionnaire

regarding employee theft in two local hospitals.

This

chapter begins with a description of the setting.

Then,

an explanation of how the sampling frame was gathered

follows.

Next, the detaiIs of the survey process is

discussed.

This is followed by Identification of the

variables used in the questionnaire.
validity issues are also examined.

Reliability and
Included in this

chapter is a description of analytical tools used for the

study and justifications for selecting the methodology.
Lastly, the limitations of the study are discussed.

The purpose of this study is to examine the theft
rate of each hospital along with the differences in

the frequency scores of theft between men and women.

Differences in theft rates involving other variables
such as age and ethnic backgrounds will also be examined.
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Setting: Of The Study

The Kaiser Hospital examined in this study is located
in Southern California in the business district of the

city of Fontana.

Recently, the city population has

reached 90,000 residents.

As of 1992, the hospital has

reached an employee pool of approximately 3,500 employees

of which 81 percent are women. The employee make-up
consists of 59.3 percent Caucasians, 17.8 percent

Hispanics, 13.1 percent Blacks, 9.2 percent Asians, and .2
percent American Indian.

It has a total bed-size of 459.

The hospital complex covers an entire block with others

offices located in adjacent blocks throughout the city.
Providing many of its own services, it is more or less a

city within itself. Practically eyery kind of diagnostic
service is cpntained within the Kaiser facility.

In its

current phase, the facility is undergoing extensive

remodeling and construction of a five story office
building and a parking structure.

Kaiser Hospital is also considered a private hospital
open only to those who subscribe to it through their

employers. Although most of its members are from organi
zations, private and public, it also has members who

subscribe to the plan directly from the community under

"open enrollment." Originally, it was designed to provide
medical care only to those employees and their families

working for the Kaiser Steel plant in Fontana. However,
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in the 1950's, to initiate some revenue. Kaiser adminis
tration decided to open the membership to different

organizations as well as the public based on a prepayment
plan. Today, it serves an array of members from thousands
bf companies. Kaiser Hospital is considered a Health
Maintenance Organization.

San Bernardino Community Hospital (SBCH) is also

located in Southern California in the city of San Bernar

dino whose population is approximately 180,000 residents.
Compared to Kaiser Hospital, SBCH is some somewhat

smaller. It has an employee pool of about 1,200 employees,
T7 percent of which are female. It has a total bed-size

of 410. The ethnic make-up of the hospital employees is
58 percent Caucasian, 20 percent Black, 15 percent
Hispanic, 7 percent Oriental and other nationalities such

as American Indian. Currently, SBCH is also constructing
a new building. After completing the present buiIding,
two more buildings are scheduled in the near future.
Since SBCH is surrounded by residential blocks in

lieu of businesses, it seems to be less of a bureaucratic
hospital. It has the atmosphere of the kind of hospital
that is commonly found in a small rural town. There are
no stockholders or partners. In fact, it is owned by the
community rather than being owned by a private enterprise.
It basically serves anyone in the community and individ
uals through various insurance plans. If by some
32
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misfortune it were to go bankrupt, the assets would

default to the state. One of the unique services it offers

is an "Aduit Day Care Center»"

This is similar to child

day care centers only in this case it involves adults.
The Sample

It was the intention of the researcher to include at

least three hospitals for a larger comparative analysis
hut due to a lack of willingness hy several hospitals to
participate, this study was limited to two hospitals.

After approval from their hospital administrators, this
survey consisted of two hospitals, Kaiser Permanento

hospital and San Bernardino Community Hospital.
For both hospitals, the sampling frame included all

employees which consisted of administrators, supervisors

and regular staff employees. Retrieving the sample from
the sampling frame was administered by each facilities*

personnel department who used a computer assisted process.

Fach facility selected 250 employees for the sampling unit
making the total of 500 employees for the unit of analy
sis.

Since both employee lists were in alphabetized

order, the sampling process was a stratified sample. A
stratified sample was the optimal method for this list

because it created a better representative sample than any
other type of selection process. It enabled the sample to
represent all nationalities, ages, incomes, and
professions.
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Out of 500 employees sampled, 133 (28 percent)
responded.

The respondents consist of 84 percent women

and 16 percent men with a mean age of 41.

The ethnic

make-up includes 68 percent Caucasian, 10 percent Black,
9 percent Hispanic and Asian, and four did not respond to
the question.

Most (70 percent) of the respondents are

married, 28 percent are either single, divorced or

widowed, and three did not respond.

Regarding occupation,

65 percent of the employees consider themselves profes
sionals.

The rest are 16 percent clerical and the

remaining 19 percent consist of technical staff.

With

education variable, 10 percent graduated from high school,

22 percent had some college, 29 percent ha.d AA\AS degrees,
and 27 percent had BA\BS degrees.

Up to 10 percent of the

respondents had A Masthr

The remaining either

Dejgree.

did not respond or did not finish high school.

Lastly,

the mean income was $57,000 with an mekh of ten "years of
servi ce."

For confidentiality purposes of the employee's name
and address, the administrators of SBCH did not release

the sampling list to the researcher.

Kaiser Hospital

Administration did release their sampling list to the
researcher.

Also for confidentiality purposes, the list

remained strictly in possession of the researcher during
.the data collection.

Although the researcher was not present when the
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sampling list was retrieved, there is little doubt, if
any, that a representative sample was not achieved.

hospital considered the project serious.

Each

Moreover, both

hospitals were interested in their theft rate and wanted

accurate results.

Additionally, the researcher was

advised by both administrations that their staff attempted
to retain a representative sainple.

Using^ a stratified

sample, this was essured.

The Survey Instrument

The survey instrument for this study is a selfadministered, anonymous questionnaire.

items (See Appendix).

It consists of 71

The first pa^e of the questionnaire

contains a cover letter explaining the purpose, inten
tions, and sponsor of the study.

It also states that

participation in the study is voluntary and assures

anonymity.

It is divided into three major divisions with

one subdivision within Section Two.

The first nineteen questions at the beginning of the
questionnaire are to establish the respondent's perception
of what he or she considers to be serious or nonserious
theft.

In this section, the respondent is asked to rate

the seriousness of many different types of hospital
property, from cleaning supplies to hospital equipment.
For example, the respondent is asked to rate the

seriousness of "taking hospital linen, blankets or
towels."
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The next set of questions (20-42) asks information

about employee theft by other employees in other depart

ments, as well as the respondent's own department.

Using

the same property items as in the Seriousness Scale, the

respondent is instructed to check either "yes" or "no" if

she or he is aware of that particular theft activity.

If

the respondent is aware of theft activity in either
department, the respondent is asked to indicate whether

it has been in the last week, month, 6-months, or year.
Asking about more than one department, created a

subsection for this portion of the questionnaire.

In Section Three (questions 43—59), the respondent is
asked to indicate his or her own participation in theft

behavior of hospital property using the same questions and

format as in Section Two.
used.

The same frequencies are also

Questions 60-63 asked about the "easiness" of theft

and hospital security.

The last set of questions (64-71) request basic

Information regarding the respondent's demographics such
as sex, birth-date, marital status, occupation, ethnic
back-ground, years of Service, income, and education.

These questions are solely for the purpose of establishing
the

make—up" of the sample as a whole.

In summary,

except for a couple of demographic questions, all of the
questions are closed-ended.
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The Survey eProcess;-/

Each respohdent was mailed a questionnaire, with a

prepaid feturn envelope» to his pi* her home address.

All

questionnaires were metered and mailed first class.

Kaiser Hospital employees were mailed their questionnaires
on Sunday March 8, 1992,

Since the researcher did not

haye the San Bernardino employee list, the questionnaires
were delivered to the personnel office on Tuesday March
10th and were mailed approximately March 12th by the
personnel staff.

Coding identifications numbers into the

booklets GouId not be done because the survey was strictly
anonymous.

To distinguish betweeh hospital question

naires, the Kaiser Hospital instrument had a blue cover

and SBCH had a gray cover.

Afte''" tine; weeky fprty-three questionnaires had been
returned to the Department of Criminal Justice at Cal

; State, San Bernardirip

B

ing them to the departmeht

neither emplpyer wOiild have access to the data.

After the

second week, ao additional thirty-seven questionnaires had

been received.

Approximately two weeks later, a follow-up

Reminder postcard was sent to each respohdent.
Kaiser Hospi tal,
respondents.

Wi^t

postcards were directly mailed to all

With SBCH, the postcards were delivered on

March 16th and mailed Out approximately March 24th by the
personnel staff as with the questionnaires.

The postcard

assured the respondent of anonymity and stressed the

importance of the respondents participatibn in the study.

After mai1in^ the reminder postcard, another thirtysix questlbnnaires ill th

the fourth week teh^^^m^^^

third week were returned.

questionnaires arrived.

liii

Between

the fifth week (April 5th) and the eighth week (Aprn
26th), just a handful of questionnaires were received.
May 8» 1992 Was set as the deadlihe for returning the
questionnaires.

After eight weeksV the total number of

returned questionnaires was 133, 72 for Kaiser Hospital

and 61 for SBCH.

This is a return rate of 27 percent.

There were eighteen "dead letters" returned due to wrong
addresses wi th one "deceasg^''

ahother

questionnaire alpng with the reminder postcard might have
increased the response rate but Was impossible due to
:,limited.funding,'

■'
.Variables-

.

The iteins listed below are the variables used for

snalysls of the primary data gathered from the two 1ocal

hospitals.

fespondents^

The final unit of arialysis consisted of 133

In this studyj the gender variable along

with others will be axamined in relation to the frequency
scores.

The following paragraphs contain a description of

the variables and how they are coded.
DEPENDENT"' -VARIABhES:'.

Serioushess Scale.

The Seriousness Scale is used

for the first nineteen questions which established the
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respondent s perception of theft by listing theft of

different hospital items. The scale is coded in ascending
order of seriousness, from 0-10 with zero being the least
serious and tsn being the most serious. Each offense is
ranked according to tho Seriousness Scale.

^ ^^ri®ty of hospita

property items are

listed as offenses in Sections One and Two. The respon
dent is simply asked to reply either yes coded 1 or no
coded 0 for knowledge of the offense
Frequency of Offenses;^^ T^

for week, 2 for month, 3 for six taonths, and 4 for a year.
Employee Theft. Using the same offenses and

response patterns, questions in the third section pertain

ed to the respondent's own involvement in theft behavior

of hospital property. Thus, employee theft is measured by
the admission and self-report frequency of the employee's
participation in theft of hospital property.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Sex. Gender of the employee is coded 1 for male, 2
for female.

Marital Status. To identify marital status, married

is coded 1, single is coded 2, divorced is coded 3,
separated is coded 4, and code 5 is an "other" category.
Age. Age is identified by requesting "year of

birth." The year of birth was then entered into the
computer files.
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Race.

Ethnic backerouiid

are coded 1 for Caucasian,

2 for Biack, 3 for Hlspanic» 4 for Asian, and 5 for all
other ■ ■•cat.eeories-.

Occupation.

.

Occupatiohal status includes 6

catfeeor ies: ;1 for maintenance, 2 for clericial, 3 for

technical, 4 for clerk, 5 for professional, and 6 for any
other occupatioh.

Years of Service*

The resjpondent is simply asked to

indicate "years of service" on the space provided.

The

tobbl of years for each respondent was then entered into
■ „the- ;'data' filea.,

Education.

,

To identify educational levels, six

categories are offered.

Beginning with high school

educat iou, t is boded fCr soiAe high school, X for a high

school education, 3 for some college, 4 for an AS\AA
degree, 5 for an BA\BS degree, and 6 for a Maaters Degree
or higher.

Income.

^ t^^

The respondent is asked to indicate their

income in the space provided which was also

entered into the data files*

Leyels of Measurement

Race, sex, marital status, occupation and the

Offenses are hbminal levels of measurement.

Education and

frequency of offenses are ordinal 1eveIs of measurement.

Interval levels of measurement include the Serioushoss
ScaLe, age, income and "years of service*"

The purfipse Off this

not only to detefmine

whether there is a theft probleni in the hbspitals, hut

also to identify those variahl
tP:the theft prpbl®m«

that may be contrihuting

It is also concerned with examin'

ing the differepces between the hospitals and the
differencps between female and inale scores

The

hypotheses are as foilows:

Hypothesis 1:

There will be a theft problem among the two
hospitals ot this study as in the Other

:

/ /- ■ ■ hospital,\studiBS:';mentioned»'

Hypothesis 2:

Male employees win have a higher rate of
theft than famale employees.

Hypbthesis 3i

Male employees wi11 admit to theft of
greater- aionet-ary,-,-Value.^

Hypothesis 4: Younger employees will have a higher
frequency of tHeft than older employees.

Hypothesis 5: Marital status will have a direct effect on
theft activity.

Those employees who are

not married will have higher theft activity
■'than- those:-^,.whb, a^re^.- mar-ried.'

Hypothesis 6:

Among the different ethnic groups, some
groups will have a higher frequency of
■ -,,'theft- 'thanv dthers.- ■ /
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Hypothesis 7;

Amoni^ the different occupations, some
occupations will have a hig^her frequency of
theft than others.

Hypothesis 8:

Employees with more education will have
lower frequencies of theft than those
employees with less education.

Hypothesis 9j

Employees with a hig^her income will have
lower frequencies of theft than those with
1 ess income.

Hypothesis 10* Employees with fewer "years~of~service" or

less tenure are more likely to eng^age in
theft behavior than those withmore tenure.

These hypotheses are based on the review of the

literature.

Theft by hospital employees was found in

studies by Jaspan (1974), Morse and Morse (1974), Hofacre

(1979), Jones (1981), and Hollinger (1979;1983;1986).
Jaspan's (1974) study not only disclosed theft of hospital
property but also "kickbacks," and collusion was committed

by professional personnel. A study by Hofacre (1979)
revealed male employees committed theft of greater

monetary than their female counterparts.

Jones (1981)

also found professional staff, mainly nursing, committed

theft of general and medical supplies. Hollinger's 1983
study indicated younger employees committed twice as much

theft than older employees and theft committed by male
employees was three times higher than females employees.
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Hollinger's 1986 study showed theft activity was higher in
those employees with lass tenure than those with more

years-of-service.

The rational was that these employees

have less to lose in benefits if they are apprehended.
Reliability and Validity

Historically, surveys used in studies have proven to

be an effective method of measuring attitudes providing
that the instrument is properly constructed.

To promote

a good response rate, questions in the survey should be
clear, objective and unbiased and there should be no lead

ing questions.

In the same respect, for closed ended

questions, the answers given should be mutually exclusive

and exhaustive.

It was with these concepts in mind that

the questibnnaire was constructed.

Reliability was accomplished in several ways.

Two

hospitals were used instead of one, although five to six

hospitals would have been preferred for repeat application
of the test instrument.

For external consistency, the

same questionnaire was used in both hospitals.

To provide

equivalent conditions, each respondent was mailed a ques
tionnaire simultaneously to his or her home.

This

provided privacy and convenience for the respondent.
For internal consistency, the questionnaire contains
repeat questions in Sections One, Two and Three.

In other

words, the same set of questions are asked in each section
only they are asked under a different set of circumstances
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for reliability.

In measuring the concept of theft, the researcher
used a Seriousness Scale which has been proven to be
effective in measuring other concepts.

In this case, the

questionnaire is measuring the perception of theft.

To

provide a finer grade of measurement, instead of using a
Likert Scale of 0-5, the researcher used a 0-10 scale for

the first portion of the instrument.

Using a 0-10 scale

captures the true meaning of the concept in lieu of using
a scale with fewer points.

It also helps to identify the

true differences among the respondent's in the perception
of theft.

To make the scale more accurate, serious and

nonserious items are used involving theft behavior.

To

promote reliability in measuring the concept, nineteen

questions are asked about theft of hospital property in
lieu of ten as originally designed.

Above all, the

content of this section, along with the rest of the

sections, consists of information that the respondent is
likely to know and be relevant to the respondent.
Validity was established in several ways.

The

hospitals in the study are of similar function and

characteristics.

In fact, for similarity purposes, the

hospitals almost have the same employee "make-up" which is
mostly women and minorities.

Although the hospitals

differ in size (1,200 employees for SBCH versus 3,500 for

Kaiser Hospital), they are the same type of hospital.
■ .^44.

Both ^re hospitals ivhose primary purpose is to provide
medical care on an in or out patient basis.

To enhance validity in the representativeness among^
the respondents, a stratified process was used in retriev

ing the sample.

Selecting the sample by alphabetical

order included the entire employee pool, as opposed to
selecting the sample by occupation which would not have
been representative.

Since this survey was limited to two hospitals, the

quantity of those surveyed was increased for representa'^
tiveness.

A total of 500 employees were surveyed when

only 100 from each hospital would have been sufficient.

Out of 500 employees surveyed, 133 (27 percent) responded.
In a survey, 27 percent is considered low. However,
considering the sensitive topic, a 27 percent return rate
is not unusual, rather normal.

Lastly, to ensure validity in the concept being
measured, the questionnaire includes theft items from as

many departments as were possible without making the ques
tionnaire too lengthy. Questions involving many different

types of hospital property are also included and range in
valve from extremely valuable to inexpensive.
Analytical Tools

The analysis involves several tests.

For the level

of significance, Chi-square and the T-Test is used. GhiSquare is used for cross-tabulations of nominal and
" 45"

ordinal data.

fhe T-^T

is used to compare two—group

variables with interval data.

Correlation analysis is

used to indicate the relationship between thg ya^pjg^f^

nominal data.

Lastly, Pearson's r is used to losesure the

relationship of two interval-level variaLbles.

Justification

Since there is little empirical dai^ on this topic,

primary data seemed the best ehbice.

Thus»^^^^^^^^a survey

instrument was constructed to gather primary data from two

hospitals.

Ideally, more hospitals should have been used,

but more were not possible for this study.

Other research methods are analyzing secondary data

or field research such as interviewing.

Interviewing

would have been very time consuming, aside from the fact

thbt it would have not promoted a good response rate

because of the sensitivity of the issue*

Although run

ning a survey was costly, it was not time—consuming nor
was it as costly as other research methods.

One of the

primary purposes in using a questionnaire survey is to

obtain primary data.

Using secondary data, this would

not have been possible•

Because of the sensitive subject

matter of theft, a survey instrument generates a bettbr

response rate than an interview.

It allowed for privacy

wliich was needed for this type of research.

Further, a

survey instrument is best to use for a better response

rate in self-reporting sections of criminal activity.

Also, a survey instrument assures anohymity and
confidentiality which was advocated in the cover letter.
Surveys usually do not have a high response rate. Without

using these necessary precautions, the response rate would
have been even lower. More importantly, the success of
this project would have been limited. Above all, with
possible identification a respondent would be reluctant to
submit his or her answers. Observational studies could be

used as a research method. One could not observe employee
theft. For this project, it did not seem practical.
Experimental research is another type of design. For

obvious reasons, it was not applicable here. In summary,
for this sensitive topic, a questionnaire instrument was
the optimal instrument. It was designed to provide
maximum confidentiality and thus provide maximum results.
Limitations

One limitation of this study is the number of hospi
tals participating. Two hospitals does not make for a

good comparative analysis. Five hospitals would have been
preferred but was impossible due to the lack of partici
pation by other hospitals. Another limitation is the
survey instrument. Surveys have historically yielded a

low response rate when used in a single-contact design.
But due to the subject matter, a survey was best for this
project. Since the researcher did not patrticipate in the
selection of the unit of analysis, there is a possib
■ ■ 47 ■

that the sample may not be representative of the

population.

generalized.

Therefore, the results may not be

A pretest at the beginning of the

project could have exposed of some technical problems
within the survey, but was not possible due to limited

funding.

Mailing a second booklet to the respondent with

the reminder postcard might have increased the response

rate, but was also not sent because of limited funding.
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^ CHAPTER A; . .
Analysis bF DATA

::;vI:ntrf»duciionThe general purpose of this study is to determine

whether there is an epployee theft problem at Kaiser
Hospital and San Bernardino Community Hospital.

In

addition to identifying a theft problem, the purpose of
this study is to identify those variables that may
contribute to theft activity.

The data was offered from

133 participants who responded to a Survey distributed to

500 employees from the two local hospitals.

Hence, the

results of this study are gathered from primary data.
To analyze the findings of those who responded, I

will begin by discussing the dependent variables and then
the independent variables.

Next, I will examine the

yariables in relation to the hypotheses.

In order to

obtain a general idea of the sample, the discussion begins
with a uniyariate analysis otherwise known as a frequency
distribution.

Consequently, a bivariate analysis follows

as they apply or not to the hypotheses mentioned.
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;- ;'l>e,P'ende'nt -^Variables-

v

Seriousness Scale

The Seriousness Sciale is orifr of the deE>^nd

Viariables used to estab!ish the respondent's perception
of theft.

Respondents rated a series of theft behaviors

according to a scale cbded 0-10, with zero being the least
serious and ten the most serious.

There are nineteen

variables associated with the Se^'iousness Scale.

Out of the nineteen yariaibles, fifteen are considered

serious theft behavior, receiving a rating between 6-10.
Specifically, nine of the nirieteen itenis received a

seriousness score pip ten by most of the respondents.
Those receiving a rating of 6-10 are the more valuable

hospital property iteins' and those receiving a 1ower rating
are the 1 ess valuable i tems

scale, the

average of the ninetepn means, standard deviations, and
medians is 7.78> 2.78f and 8^42 (See Table 1).
- (Iffense: Information
The second dependent variable is the offense infor

mation involving questions 20-39 (Section 2) and 43-59
(Section 3).

Since questions 43-59 contain the self-

reporting information and are probably the mbstconclu

sive» they wil1 be discussed first.

In this section, the

respondents were asked to indicate theii participation in

thef^

certain items and also the frequency of it.
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations Of Variables

For Seriousness Scale
Variable

'

X

SD

Vl LinenVBlankets

132

7.87

2.45

V2 Typewriters

132

9.27

1.94

V3" TV Vs.

132

9.33

2.02

V4 tJniforms\Gpwns

131

7.47

2.67

V5 Small Equipment

131

8.96

1.98

V6 Surgical Instruments

131

9.11

1.99

V7 Computers

131

9.42

1.98

V8 Tools

131

8.90

2.07

V9 Lotion

130

5.53

3.45

VIO Large equipment

131

9.51

1.82

Vll Medical Aid Supplies

130

5.89

3.50

V12 Paper

131

6.63

3.26

VI3 Paintings

131

9.04

2.18

V14 Clerical Supplies

131

5.30

3.50

Vt5 Office Supplies

131

6.81

2.99

vis Office Furniture

131

9.19

2.12

V17 K1eenex

131

4.56

3.64

via janitorial Supplies

131

7.06

2.87

V19 Patient Care Supplies

130

7.98

2.53

-
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-

Generally^ this section exposes the theft activity
admitted by the respondent.

As a whole, the majority of

the respondents reported no involyement in theft behavior
while a small percent admitted to theft in some items.
There were seven variables of the seventeen with "no theft

activity."

Those who admitted to theft, admitted to theft

of "smaller bffehses."

Depending on the hospital item,

theft admissions ranged from 2-36 percent.

With the

smaller hospital property items j the mo®* fiequent occur
rence was "6-months."

With the larger or more valuable

propertyr the most frequent occurrence was "yearly."
average of the seventeen medians is 1.76.
■and. -3,)
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The

(See Table 2

Table

2

Self-Report Of Theft By Respondents
Theft Item

(N)

NO

%

YES

%

V43A

Llnen\Blankets

133

125

94.0

8

6.0

V44A

Typewriters

133

133

100.0

0

0

V45A

TV's

133

133

100.0

0

0

V46A

Uniforms\Gowns

133

117

88.0

16

12.0

V47A

Small Equipment

133

131

98.5

2

1.5

V48A

Surgical Instruments

133

131

98.5

2

1.5

V49A

Computers

133

133

100.0

0

0

V50A

Tools

133

133

100.0

0

0

V51A

Lotion

133

105

78.9

28

21.1

V52A

Large Equipment

133

133

100.0

0

0

V53A

Medical Aid Supplies

131

83

62.4

48

36.1

V54A

Office Supplies

133

131

98.5

2

1.5

V55A

Office Furniture

133

133

100.0

0

0

V56A

Kleenex Boxes

131

96

72.2

35

26.3

V57A

Janitorial Supplies

133

131

98.5

2

1.5

V58A

Patient Gare Supplies

133

130

97.7

3

2.3

V59A

Personal Belongings

133

133

100.0

0

0

Total Yes Respohises

:

146

53

Table 3

Self-Report Theft Frequency Responses

Theft Item

Cumulative Frequency

Mode

V43A1 Linen

7

4

V44A1 Typewriters

0

0

V45A1 TV's

0

0

15

4

V46A1 Uniforms\Gowns
V47A1 Small Equipment

2

1,4

V48A1 Surgical Instruments

2

4

V49A1 Computers

0

0

V50A1 Tools

0

0

28

3

0

0

50

3

V51A1 Lotion

V52A1 Large Equipment
V53A1 Medical Aid Supplies
V54A1 Office Supplies

2

3,4

V55A1 Office Furniture

0

0

37

3

V56A1 Kleenex Boxes

V57A1 Janitorial Supplies

2

2,3

V58A1 Patient Care Supplies

3

3

V59A1 Personal Belongings

0

0

146*

♦Total frequencies for admissions of theft
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The other dependent variable is the offense information

involving questions 20-39.

Using the same question and

answer format as in Section Three, respon- dents recorded

theft offenses committed by other employees in other
depa,rtments and in their

included in the last week, month, 6-m6hihs, or year^^
Since these questiohs asked about two departments within

the same question, there are a total of forty variables.
For this "other department" category, most of the

respondents did not observe or have knowledge of theft

activity for all offenses.
yes

However, according to the

responses, theft activity observed ranged from 12-31

percent, depending on the hospital item.

theft activity prhsent.

Eyery item had

The most frequent occurrence was

"6-months." (See Table 4 & 5)
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Table 4

Responses For Theft Actiyity In "Other" Departments
Variable

N

NO

%

Yes

%

V20A Linen\Brankets

132

113

85.6

19

14.4

V21A Typewriters

133

129

97.0

4

3.0

V22A TV s

133

127

95.5

6

4.5

V23A Unifdrms\Gowns

133

98

73.7

35

26.3

V24A Small Equipment

133

124

93.2

9

6.8

V25A Surg^ical Instruments

133

125

94.0

8

6.0

V26A Cdmputers

133

131

98.5

2

1.5

V27A Tools

133

130

97.7

3

2.4

V28A Lotion

128

90

67.7

38

28.6

V29A Large iEquipment

130

128

96.2

2

1.5

V30A Medical Aid Supplies

129

92

69.2

37

27.8

V31A Paper

131

120

90.2

11

8.3

V32A Paintings

131

130

97.7

1

.8

V33A Clerical Supplies

127

86

64.7

41

30.8

V34A Office Supplies

133

123

92.5

10

7.5

V35A Office Fiirhi tur e

133

:133''

99.2

V36A Kleenex

129

93

69.9

36

27.1

V37A Janitorial Supplies

133

125

94.0

8

6.0

V38A Patient Care Supplies 131

122

91.7

9

6.8

V39A P'ersohat Beldhgings

102

76.7

30

22.6

132

■

♦Total yes responses for admissions of
56

theft

.8

310

Table 5

Frequency Responses For V20A-39A
Variable

Observations

Mode*

20

3

V21A1 Typewriters

4

3

V22A1 TVs

6

4

45

3

V24A1 Small Equipment

9

3

V25A1 Surgical Instruments

7

3

V26A1 Computers

2

3,4

V27A1 Tools

3

1,2,3

V20A1 Linen\Blankets

V23A1 Uniforms\Gowns

V28A1 Lotion

39

3

2

3

V30A1 Medical Aid Supplies

36

1

V31A1 Xerox Paper

11

1

V29A1 Large Equipment

V32A1 Paintings

1

3

V33A1 Clerical Supplies

41

1

V34A1 Office Supplies

10

4

1

4

V35A1 Office Furniture
V36A1 Kleenex

36

1

V37A1 Janitorial Supplies

8

1

V38A1 Patient Care Supplies

9

3

29

3

V39A1 Personal Belongings
Total

♦Codes 1) weekly

322

2) monthly

3) 6—months
57 : 'V :

4) yearly

For the respondent's own department, there were only

three items with no theft activity present. Depending on
the type of hospital property, the observed theft was
between 1-46 percent. The most frequent occurrence of

theft was "weekly" and "yearly" (See Tables 6 & 7). With
the smaller or less valuable hospital items, the most

frequent occurrence was "weekly." With the larger or more
valuable items, the most frequent "yearly." The median is

6-months. (Offenses and frequencies will be discussed in
greater detail later in this chapter as they relate to the
hypotheses.)
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Table 6

Responses For Theft AGtivity In Respondents
"Own" Departinent

Variable

V20B

Linen\Blankets

N

NO

%

YES

%

131

118

88.7

13

9.8

V21B Typewriters

127

126

94.7

1

.8

V22B TV's

128

126

94.7

2

1.5

130

100

75.2

30

22.6

y24B Small Equipment

128

123

92.5

5

3.8

V25B

129

123

92.5

6

4.5

V26B Computers

129

129

97.0

0

0

V27B Tools

128

128

96.7

0

0

V28B Lotion

128

85

63.9

43

32.3

y29B Large Equipment

126

126

94.7

0

0

127

68

51.1

59

44.4

127

114

85.7

13

9.8

V23B

V30B

Uniforms\Gowns

Surgical Instruments

Medical Aid Supplies

V31B Paper
V32B

Paintings

128

126

94.7

2

1.5

VSSB

Clerlcal Supplies

127

66

49.6

61

45.9

V34B

Office Supplies

133

123

92.5

10

7.5

y35B Office Furniture

133

132

99.2

1

.8

V36B Kleenex

128

„ 76

57.1

52

40.6

V37B

Jani tor i a1 Supp1ies

129

121

91.0

8

6.0

V38B

Patient Care Supplies

127

118

88.7

9

6.8

V39B

Personal Belongings

129

112

84.2

16

12.0
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■ ■'Table '.T

Frequency Responses For V20B^V39B
Var i able

Observatidns

y20Bl Linen\Blankets
^

Mode*

. . . '12 , -, ■ ■ ■ :

V2IB1■ ■ Typew'rl'.t ers

■:

:/^y2'2Bl;.TV''-'s':\-;

•-";■■ '

4

■-■ ■:

4

1

V23B1 Uniforms\Gowns

■ V'

.■• ■

V24B1 Small Equipment

y25Bl Surgical Instruments

, , ; '4 ;

3

■ I
■

3

6

3,4

.

y26Bl Coinputers

0

V27B1 Tools

O' ,

0

y28Bi Lotion

"' ■ 4:3. '

y29Bl Large Equipment

' ■ 'vd\/: ■ '

V30B1 Modical Aide Supplies

. • •/ ■

0

'57 ■ ■ ■^: '

V31B1 Paper

'■ 1

■ ■13.; '

V32BT Paintings

1

2 _

V33Bi Clerical Supplies

■

y34Bl Office Supplies

1,4

61 . . V

1

10 ; ■

V35B1 Office Furniture

' • ■ ; : i-

V36B1 Kleenex

3,4

:

4

' ■51: ■ , ' '. ; . ■ ■

y37Bl Jani torial Suppli es

■..8; ;■ '' ■ ■

1
1

y33Bl Patient Care Supplies

3

y39Bl Personal Belongings

■ ; 16^. ^

.Tot'al

♦Codes 1) weekly

1

3

323

2) monthly

6-months
60

4) yearly

Independent Variables
Gender

There are several independent variables in this

study.

Beginnini^ with i^ender, the gender variable yielded

a 100 percent response rate.

The sample consists of

84 percent females and 16 percent males.

(See Table 8)

Table 8

Gender of Respondents

(N=133)
V64

Gender

N

Mai e

21

15.8

Fema1e

112

84.2

Total

133

100.0

61

Percent

Marital Status

Missing only three cases, the marital status variable

cohsists of mostly married individuals, with 14 percent
single persons, 6 percent divorced, 5 percent separated,
and 2 percent of ah "other" category. (See Table 9)
Table 9

Marital Status of Respondents
(N=130)
■V66

Marital Status

N

Married

93

69.9

Single

18

13.5

Divorced

8

6.0

Separated

5

3.8

Other

6

4.5

Missingr

3

2.3

Total

Percent

:133'":.

100.0

Age

The mean age is 4l!, the mode is 36, and niedian is 39.

Interestingly enough, this survey group consists of mostly
older adults. Neediigss to say» most (tO percent) of the
respondehts were over 35 years old.
sample ranged from 21-69.

The ages of the total

(See Table 10)
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Table 10

Age Of Respondents

(N=127)
Age

Frequency

69
67
65
63
64
62
61
60
59
56
55
52
51
49
48
47
46
45
44
43

■

^v

2
1
1
1
3
4
1
1 ■:
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
7
5

■ 5

1.5
.8

.8
.8
2.3
3.0
.8
.8
.8

.8
.8
.8
.8
1.6
3.0
5.3
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
1.5
5.3
3.8
4.5
2.3
9.0
4.5
5.3
2.3
2.3
3.8
1.5
3.8
.8
1.5
.8
2.3



5

5

42

2

41
40
39
38

7

3

37

12

36

6

■

5
6

35

7

34

3

33

3
5
2
5
•-/■ ■vl
2
1
3
1

32
31
30
29

28
27
26
25
22
-9

Percent

.8

.8

*inissing casses

Total

Mean=42

6

4.5

133

100.0

■ ■

Median=60

SD-10.32
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Ethnic Background

Although this sample was made—up of mostly Caucasian-

Americans > there were an equal number^^^b
groups represehted.

Caiicasians

pther ethnic

reprbsehted 68 percent of

the sample, Blacks 10 percent, Hispanics 9 percent, and
Asians 9 percent.

As with the age variable, six failed to

answer this question, (See Table 11)

Table.-11

^

"^

Ethnicity of Respondents

.(N=127.);- ■

V67/''/.. . ■ J
Ethnicity

N

Caucasian

90

67e7

Black

13

9.8

Hispanic

12

9.0

Asian

12

9^0

6

4.5

133

100.0

Missing

Total

64

Percent

;Occupat:ipnsV'':

^

The distribution of occupational groups are more

cohcTete here, since there were only two respondents who
did not respond to this question.

Althpugh unusual for a

hospital with such diverse occupations, this sample

consists of mostly professional individuals (64 percent)
with the r®st of the sample consisting of 20 percent

clerical, 5 percent teehniciahs, and 4 percent maintenance
personnel.

(iSee Table 12)

;;Tabie'''i2- ,
Occupation of Respondents

;:;Occupatipn/::::

Maintenance

Clerical
Technical

Clerk

;-:Pfof es-si:pnal:-;;''

■;

Percent;■: ■ ■ ■■

5

3.8

21

15.8

' 6

6

/V R5': ;

4.^5v

4.5

■ "GS .'P

'

■tlther V;

'Miasiiig^

.Total', : ■

2

■o:i33;''<.'

65

/' 1."5' ,':'

:ioovO:':

'

Another ihteresting' statistic inyolves the educatipn

variaLble.

Lookihg at the sample as a whole with only one

missing case, 77 percent of the sample heve some type of
higher education.

As many as 55 percent of ihe sample

have either a BA Degree or an AA Degree combined and 9

percent possess a Masters Degree.

(See Tabie 13)

/ ^■■ • ■ 'Education.®f"'^llespondehtS'

(N=131)
V69

: Education"'

v ■ ?' ''N T: . . -, ^

^;Some.''H'igh-"S'chooL':''
■High ;.Se'hool

'
^

''.V '

Some College

^ AA\AS-'Degree' •

10..5 '■

29

21.8

' " . .

MA Degree or Higher

2B.6
27.:1■"■ •

13

9.8

1

.8

■ 133

100.0

Missing

'■

. 1.5'

t4

■ ■; ■ " ■ ;38\";', ,;"' :-^ - ' .

'.BA\BS'^D'egr■ee,

Total

/. -Petcent

86

'

' \

. Ihconae

For those who Teported income, the meain is $55,700
dollars annually, the median is $54,000 and the mode is

$00)000•

Only ip.8 pfercent of the sample fe11 in the

$60,000 range and 6.8 percent fell in the $50,000 range,
The rest of the sample had more or less an even distr i-

bution in each inpome category ranging from $11,000 to
$12O,OiQi0.

It should be noted that income had fifteen

cases missing; therefore, this information is based on

118 reported cases.

(See Table 14)
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Table 14 Income Of Responden t s
..Frequency .

Ihcdme

$11,000
$14,000

-1
;::-2
1

$15,000
il6,000
$18,000
$20,000
$22,000
$24,000
$25j000

'P.erc«nt''
.8

■ ■ 1.5
^;

1.8
3.0
■

2 V

1.5
1.5

2 ■■
2

1.5

1

■

■ ■

$26^000

.

1

$27,000
$28,000
$30,000
$34,000

■

■

4

$37,000
$39,000
$40,000
$42,000
$43,000
$45,000
$47,000
$48,000
$50,000
$52,000
$53,000
$54,000
$55,000
$58,000
$60,000
$65,000
$66,000
$68,000
$70,000
$72,000
$75,000

■

1
2

■1 ~

3
1
14
3
1
1
8
1
3

1
6

$82,000
$85,000
$86,000
$88,000
$100,000
$110,000
$120,000
missin^ cases

1

.8

3.0
1.5
.8
4.5
1.8
1.5
3.0
.8
.8
6.8
.8
■
.8
2.3
■ .8
.8
10.5
2.3
.8
.8
6.0
.8
2.3
.8
4.5
.8
.8
2.3

'■ 1
J.-.:'/- 6

$78,000

8/.'

3.0

2

$8O,0O0
$81,000

.8

8

4 ■:

i35>000

1

3

.8
.8
6

y' - .

.■ ■4-^

Mean=55.79

15

135
Median=54.00
68

4.5
3.0

V. ,
-9

Total

(N=118)

V'

.8
11.3
100.0
SD=25.42

It would seem that the years^of-servi ce would be
consistent with the income data, meanini: t he more years
of-service the more income, but such is not the case here.

With only three cases missing, the mean is 10 years-of
service, the median is

and the mode is 3

Most of the

respondents fell between 1 and 10 years-of-service.
Table 15)
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(See

■

I

V'\'Tabl.e-'l5
Years of Service

(N=130)
Years

Frequency

Percentage

0

2

1.5

1

9

6.8

2

8

3

15
5

6.0
11.3
3.8
5.3
.8
8.3
3.8
3.8
6.0
3.8
3.8
6.8
3.0
3.8
1.5
3.0
2.3
.8
5.3
3.0
.8
1.5

4

•

5 ■

7 '

6
1 , ■
8
-:9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
11
■

8

.

5
■■ 9

■ 4
5

■ 2.
3

1 Q
Id

1

7

21
22
25
26
28
34
35

Mean=10.07

■

• . 4:

20

Total

■

5
5

18

Biissing cases

■

5

■

4

■■ 1

: -9

/

'2
1

•

.

.1^.

.8

■

1
1

.8

;

3

.8
2.3

133

100.0

.8

Median=9.00

SD=7.400
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Examination of the Hypothes(es

In this study, there are 10 hypothesis which will be

tested here*

This section begins by discussing the most

critical one, the theft problem.

Next, it discusses the

statistical analysis of the variables in relation to each
individual hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1*

There will be a theft problem among the two
hospitals.

In order to examine Hypothesis One, "theft problem"
must be defined.

Since research shows one out in ten

employees steal (McGlintock, 1970), theft actiyity in this

study of more than 10 percent or more by employees in any
hospital item will be considered a "theft F>roblem.

Lpbking exclusively at the percentages of theft
in the self-repdrtihg section,

of seyehteen variables

four items had theft losses of over 10 percent.

Specifi

cally, they were uniforms at 12 percent, lotion at 21 per
cent, medical aid supplies at 36 percent, and kleenex at

26 percent.

Fretquency of occurrence, for t he most part is

on a semi-annual basis.

(See Table 2)

On a more general basis, according to

the theft

activity observed by respondents in "other" departments,"

there are three additional items with theft losses of over

10 percent.

Aleng with hospital uniforms, lotion, medical

aid supplies, and kleenex, employees noticed theft losses

(by employees generally throughout the hospital), of
• 71'

1 inen act 14 percent, cler i cal supplies at 31 percent, and

perspnai1 be1ongings at 23 percent.

This i S

a total of

seven itsmsV with theft acjtivity between 14 29 percent,

Frequency of theft is mostly on a 6-month

basis but also

on a yearly hasisi ! (See Tab!e 4)

In their own department, emplpyees noticed theft
losses for the same set of six items with twO others at

almost 10 percent.

Employees reported theft losses Of

linen at 9,8 percent, uniforms at 27 percent, lotion at

32 percent, medical aid supplies 44 percen

, xerox paper

at 9,8 percent, clefical supplies at 46 percent, kleenex
at 40 percent, and personai belongings at 12 percent.

Theft frequency in this section is committed semi-anniially
Or annually.

(See TUble 6)

Although the theft rate is not actively high in the
more valuable or costly items, both hospitaLls seem to have

a problem with contfol of smaller hospital

proper ty i tems.

The smaller items have the highest theft ra tes

and the

larger Or more yaluable itenis have Less fre queht theft

rates.

Between the departments, theft losses ranged from

almost 10~46 percent.

Overa11, six items h ad losses well

Over 10 percent and tu® O^ ^hose at a
Therefore, accdrding to the statistics from

10 percent.
the self-

report section and the observation sections ,■ ' 'the ■ ■

hypothesis is accepted and the null hypothesis is
rejected.

(See Table 16)
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Table 16

Theft Loss Percentages
Among Departments and Self^Report
Variable

Other

Own

Self

LinenXBlankets

14%

9.8%

Uniforms\Gowns

26%

22%

12%

Lot ion

28%

32%

21%

Medical Aid Supplies

27%

44%

36%

Xerox Paper

9.8%

Clerical Supplies

31%

46%

Kleenex Boxes

27%

40%

Personal Belongings

22%

12%
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26%

Hypothesis 2;

Maie employees wi11 have a iiigher rate of

theft than female employees
In order tb consider this hypothesis,
for men must be established.

a theft rate

To calculate the theft rate,

the following formula is usedl
■ ■■#■ •■ oT-thefts
—

X

100 = THEFT RATE FOR MEN

■ ■ ■ ■#; of ."men^ in-sample^ ^';

Accprding to this formula, the rate is 90 thefts for every

100 male hospital employees. Using the saiise principle,
the theft rate of females is 113 thefts for every 100
female hospital employees.

The statistics for the formula

were gathered from the self—reporting frequency section :
(Sectioh 3) of the ciuestiohhaire.

Meil admitted to 19

thefts, with a total of 21 males in the sample.

Women

admitted to 127 thefts and there are 112 females in the
sample.

Comparing these statistics> the theft rate of men

is not higher, rather lower by 23 percent.

In addition,

Chi-square did not disp1ay any sig^ni ficant di ffereuee in

maleVfemale th^®
For both males

no\yes responses to these! variables.
females, the most frequent theft

occurrence was 6-months.

The hypothesis is then rejected

and the hull hypothesis is accepted,
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(See Tables 17)

VTable'

Ghi-Square Values Between Males and Females

Self-Reported Theft
Theft Item

N

■ ■■V43A-L'-inen;

133

V44A Typewriters

Prohability*

.461

0 V

133

vV45A^TV;'s^-

133

V46A Uhiforms\&o

133

.700

V47A Small Equipment

133

.537

V48A Surgical Instruments

133

.181

V49A Computers

133

V50A Tools

133

0

■ ■V5,lA::Lo'tion^,. ; .:

133

.805

<V52A Large Equipment

133

0

y53A Medical Aid Supplies

131

.731

V54A Off ice Supplies

133

.537

V55A Office Furniture

133

ySSA Kleenex Boxes

131

.160

V57A Jani t orial Supp1i es

133

.537

ySSA Pt.Care Supplies

133

-

0

.448
^

V59A Personal Beldngings

133

♦Zero entered due to the lack of cases
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■:

0

^ ■

Hypothesis 3!

Male employees will admit to theft of a
greater

Accordihg to Section Three frequency scores, men did

not commit theft of higher mdhatary value, rather they

committed theft of equal value to the theft of women, but
also committed theft of other or more items than the men

of this group,

Bbth naeh and women of the sample committed

theft of linen supplies, hospital uniforms^ gowns, surgical
equipment,

ital lotion, medical aid supplies, and

kleenex boxes

Womeni in addition to these items, commit

ted theft of small hospital equipment, offi ce supplies.

and janitorial supplies.

As mentioned, there was no

significant difference in the chi-square values for these
variables.

Therefore, the third hypothesis is rejected

and the null hypothesis is accepted.
Hypbthesis 4:

Younger employees wi11 have a higher theft

frequency than o1der employees.
Using Pearson's r correlation coeffici ent

test, one

but pf the seventeen variables displays significance.
seemed to play a factor in theft of linen, (V43A).

Age

Older

employees (ages 27-44) committed more theft s than younger

employees.

The probability level was .008.

Two others

had a ''tendehcy'' of age playing a factor having the
probability level of .068 and .073.

Those items being

theft of uniforms, kleenex, and such as therinometers and

stethoscppes.

With only one variable having a significant
76

probability, it would be incorrect to say that age plays a

role in theft.

Therefore, the hypothesis is rejected, and

the null hypothesis is accepted.
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(See Tabl e 18)

Table 18
i

Chi-Square Value For Age Vari;able
Theft Item

Probability^

N

1

V43A Linen\Blankets

133

.008
i

V44A Typewriters

133

V45A TV's

133

V46A Uniforms\Gowns

133

.068

V47A Small Equipment

133

.396

V48A Surg^ical Equipment

133

.423

V49A Computers

133

0

V50A Tools

133

0

V51A Lotion

133

.170

V52A Large Equipment

133

0

V53A Medical Aid Supplies

131

.207

V54A Office Supplies

133

.910

V55A Office Supplies

133

0

1

0

0
i

,

•

,

V56A Kleenex Boxes

131

.073

V57A Janitorial Supplies

133

.252

V58A Patient Care Supplies

133

.715

V59A Personal Belonging^s

133

0

♦Zero entered due to the lack of cases.
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Hyppthesis 5t

Marital status will have a direct effect
on theft activity.

Those w io are not

married will have more theft activity

-than''those'■whpv:ar'e-:- 'Biiurri,ed.»'

Marital status also displayed no sign ificant
ference in theft activltyj except in one

dif

riable.

Theft

va

of small hospital equipment has a Chi-squar e probabili ty

level pf .023 (See table 19).

Cross-tabul at ion

var iable shows two non-married employees

of

thi s

adimitted to

theft

Pf smal1 equipment as opposed to none in the married

group, (N=130).

This single variable, for the most part,

is not an indicator of theft.

Therefore, the hypothesis

is rejected and the null hypothesis is accepted.
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Table 19

Cross-Tabulations For Marital Variable

Theft Item

N

Chi-Sq. ProbabiIity*

V43A Linen\Blankets

133

V44A Typewriters

133

V45A TVs

133

V46A Uniforms\G6wns

133

.791

V47A Small Fquipment

133

.023

V43A SWrgical Instruments^

133

V49A Gomputers

133
■ .l33' , '- ''

V50A Top Is--r:-''

.163

/•

0
0

0
0

V51A Lotion

133

.770

V52A Large Equipment

133

■■ 0 ■

V53A Medical Aid Supplies

131

.392

V54A Office Supplies

133

.496

V55A Office Furniture

133

V56A Kleenex Boxes

131

1.00

V57A Janitorial Supplies

133

.368

V58A Patient Care Supplies

133

.269

V59A Personal Belongings

133

♦Zero entered due to the lack of cases.
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0

0

Hypbthesis 6:

Among the differe

ethnic

groups, some

groups will have a higher f requency of

■ ;;-the/t'.:,;thhn^'-other-a.''''V-'.. ■ ;
Chi-square frbm cross-tabulations rev eals nb statis

tical signifi cance for the ethnic variabie as an indi catbr

of theft activity for the seif-repprtiri^ p ortion
questionniftire.

of the

None of the seventeen variables were

significant <See Tahle 20).

ThbrefOre, the hypothesis is

rejtected and the hull hypbtbesis is accc!pt<?d.
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Table 20

Cross-Tabulations For Ethnic Variable

Theft Item

N

Chi-Sq

Probabi1ity»

V43A Linen\Blankets

133

V44A Typewriters

133

0

V45A TV's

133

0

V46A Unifprins\Gowns

133

.561

V47A Small Equipment

133

.840

V48A Surgical Equipment

133

.840

V49A Computers

133

0

V50A Tools

133

0

V51A Lotion

133

V52A Large Equipment

133

V52A Medical Aid Supplies

131

.229

V53a Office Supplies

133

.302

V54A Office Furniture

133

V55A Kleenex Boxes

131

.488

V57A Janitorial Supplies

133

.840

V58A Patient Care Supplies

133

.737

V59A Personal Belongings

133

♦Zero entered due to the lack of cases.
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.720

.921
0

0

0

Hypothesis 7:

Among the different occupat ions,

some

occupations will have a hig ler frequency
of theft than others.

Occupation, as an indicator of theft,
significance with only one variable.

expresses

The variable

involves theft of medical aid supplies (V53A), with a
probability level of .030 (See Table 21).

It includes

supplies such as band aids, bandage tape, or gauze.
Cross-tabulations disclose professional personnel have the

highest leyel of theft activity. For thefts committed.
professional personnel had 39, in contrast

to 1 in main

tenance, 3 in clerical, 3 in technicians, 1
1 in an other category, (N=129).

in clerks, and

As is self evident, pro

fessional personnel are more likely to stea 1
supplies.

medical aid

Remember that the sample consists of mostly

professional employees, approximately 65 pe rcent,

which

would account for the higher number. Having only one
variable with significance, the hypothesis js rejected
" ■ ;

■

■

"

and the null hypothesis is accepted.
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,

i

Table 21
CrOSS-Tabu1ations
Theft Item

■

j

For Occupation Variable
N

Chi-Sq,
. Probability*

133

.671

V44A Typewriters

133

.060

V45A TV's

133

0

V46A Uniforms\Gowns

133

0

y43A

V47A

Linen\Blankets

Sma11 Equi pnment

133

■

■

.601
i

V48A

Surgical Equipment

133

■■

■

1

.954

■

'

'1

V49A Computers

133

0

V50A Tools

133

0

V51A Lotion

133

.404

V52A

Large Equipment

133

V53A

Medical Aid Supplies

131

.030

V54A

Office Supplies

133

.954

V55A Office Furniture

133

V56A Kleenex Boxes

131

0

1

®
.204

1

V57A

Janitorial Supplies

133

.860

V58A

Patient Care Supplies

133

.893

V59A

Personal Belongings

133

♦Zero entered due to the lack of cases.
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^ ■ 0

Hypothesis 8:

Emplpyee^s with more educati on

will have

lower frequencies of theft than those

wiih loss educati Oh;...'

The education variable had two signifleant variables,
theft of hospital uniforms (V46A) and thef t
supplies (V53A).

of medical aid

Pearson's r correlation COeff i cient,

disclosed probability 1evels of .047 and .002 (N=132 for

V46A, N-130 for V53A)• (See 'Table 22) Gross—tabulation
indicated those with a college education (AA\AS) had twice
the theft activity as those with less education and those

with more education. For theft of hospitajl uniforms, the
frequencies fel1 as follows: 2 for some college, 9 for an
AA\AS Degree, and 5 for BS\BA. Degree.

For theft of medi

cal aid supplies, the frequencies were as follows:

3 for

high school, 5 for some college, 22 for an AS\AS Degree,

13 for BA\BS Degree, and 5 for a Masters Dcigree or higher.
These statistics were actually in the opposite direction
of the hypothesis.

Obviously, based on these statistics

the hypothesis is rejected and the null hypothesis is
accepted.
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Table 22

Cross-Tabulations For Education Variable

Theft Item

N

V43A Linen\Blankets

133

V44A Typewriters

133

V45A TV's

133

V46A Uniforms\Gowns

133

V;47A Small Equipment

133

V48A Surigcal Equipment

133

V49A Computers

I33

V50A Tools

133

V51A Lotion

133

V52A Large Equipment

133

V53A Medical Aid Supplies

131

V54A Office Supplies

133

V55A Office Furniture

133

V56A Kleenex Boxes

131

V57A Janitorial Supplies

133

V58A Pat i ent Care Supplies

133

V59A Personal Belongings

133

♦Zero entered due to the lack of
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Chi-Sq

Probabi1ity^

.192
0
0

.047
.709
.299
0
0'

.412
0

.002
.809
0

.323
.809

.571
0

cases.

Hypothesis 9:

Employees with a higher income will have
lower frequencies of theft than those with
less income.

T-tests for the seventeen variables in Section Three

demonstrated no statistical significance ih any of the
.

variables.

'

- I

In short, income is not an indicator of theft

in this sample.

Therefore, the hypothesis is rejected and

the null hypothesis is accepted.

Table 23)

(See Income T-Test

|
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TABLE 23

T-Tests Between Incomes Of

Yes/No Responses
Group 0= No Responses
Group 1= Yes Responses
N

X

T-Value

V43A Linen\Blankets
Group 0
Group 1

111
7

56.10
50.85

118
0

55.79

118
0

.53

.598

0

0

0

10.07
0

0
0

0
0

54.99
61.78

94

.350

40.00

89

.378

116
2

55.77
57.00

07

.947

118
0

55.79
0

118
0

55.79
0

94
24

55.05

63

.532

0

0

y44A Typewriters
Group 0
Group 1
V45A TV's

Group 0
Group 1

V46A Uniforms\Gowns
Group 0
Group 1

104
14

V47A Small Equipment
Group 0
Group 1

116
2

56.06

V48A Surg^ical Equipment
Group 0
Group 1

V49A Computers
Group 0
Group 1
V50A Tools

Group 0
Group 1
V51A Lot ion

Group 0
Group 1

58.70

V52A Large Equipment
Group 0
Group 1

118
0

55.79
0

(Table continued on next page)
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(continued)
N

X

T-Va ue

53.49
58.69

-l.()6

.283

55.66
63.50

-.i13

.668

55.79
0

0

0

.8 2

.413

-.40

.688

-.45

.654

0

0

P

V53A Medical Aid Supplies
Group 0
Group 1

73
43

V54A Office Supplies
Group 0
Group 1

116
2

V55A Office Furniture

Group 0
Group 1

118
0

V56A Kleenex Boxes

Group 0

85

56.78

Group 1

31

52.48

V57A Janitorial Supplies
Group 0

11

55.67

Group 1

2

63.00

V58A Patient Care Supplies
Group 0

115

55.62

Group 1

3

62.33

V59A Personal Belongings
Group 0
Group 1

118
0

55.79
0
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Hypothesis 10:

Employees with fewer "year s-of-service" or

less tenure are more likely to eng^ag'e in
theft activity than those with more
'tenure.

Under T-test analysis, there was one variable

with significance, theft of hospitals uniforms or gowns

(V46) having a 2-Tail probability of .001.
of the sixteen variables in Section Three,
significance.

For

the rest

there was no

Having only one item with s gnificance is

not enough to state that "years-of-seryice'j affects in
theft behavior.

On the contrary, "years-of-service" is

not an indicator of theft.

Therefore, the hypothesis is

rejected and the null hypothesis is accepted.

(See

Years-Of—Service T-Test Table 24)

in addition, income and years-of-servi ce

between male\female for the self-reporting

section

(V43A-V59A) displayed no significance among
For ;the sevens

T-Tests

the variables.

ables, income had a T-Value

with a prbbability of .463.

of .74

Although the probabi1ity

level had a "tendency" toward significance (p=.684),
years-of-service showed no significance wit 1
of -1.74 for all seventeen variables.

a T-Value

In s tiOrt, between

males and females, income and years-of-serv ice was not an
indicator of theft.
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TABLE 24

T-Tests Differences Between Years-Of-Service

Group 0=No Responses
Group l=Yes Responses
. N .

■

X

T-Value

Group 0
Group 1

10.12
9.37

.63

.537

V44A Typewriters
Group 0
130
Group 1
0

10.07
0

0

0

10.07
0

0

0

6.43

3.65

.001

9.98
16.00

- 1.14

.256

0

0

0

0

0

0

V43A Linen\Blankets
122
8

P

V45A TV's

Group 0
Group 1

130
0

V46A Uniforins\Gowns
Group 0
Group 1

114
16

10.58

V47A Small Equipment
Group 0
Group 1

128
2

V48A Surgical Equipment
Group 0
Group 1

128
2

10.03
13.00

V49A Computers
Group 0
Group 1

130
0

10.07
0

V50A Tools

Group 0

130

10.07

Group 1

0

0

V51A Lot ion

Group 0

102

10.00

Group 1

28

10.35

-.23

.822

10.07
0

0

0

V52A Large Equipment
Group 0
Group 1

130
0

(Table continued on next page)
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(eorit inuecj)

N

■. X

'V

T-Value ■

VBSAMeclai Aid Suppllies
Group 0

80

-;Group -.t- /■ ■ ■ ■' ■ ■ ■ ■v. -is

10.23

•

'.'\9.70^;-'C

.43

■ ■"'.OTO.

. V54A- :Of'f;iCo'- 'SdppXies ' •

'■'Group .;Q,

128^

. ■■Group..!;:. , ' ' >■
V55A

■;Group 0- ■
■.■Group'.'.:!^

>;:40,'-OG' '

^ :li.;.;O0>.: -.'; ■ ' : , '. .vX'

. .■ '■-■,'18' ■ '. ■

;.860

Flirnitur.e-^:",^^; '";' ■" ■?' ■.!■■'

■ '4.80.' '.■ '■ ' ■ .■■^■' . :• '■ 'tO .'OT-.^ ^ .'.; ' ■^
■..■. :-'OV.;'..:^-V,
■ ■V.'/-8. .■:;... .

, ^ ■. .'0

. ■ . ..O^

V56A K1eenex Boxes

Group 0

94

10.37

Group 1

34

9.23

.76

.448

V57A Janitorial Boxes

Group 0

128

10.07

2

10.00

.01

.988

V58A Patient Care Supplies
Group 0
l27
10.13
Group 1
3
7.86

.57

.570

Group 1

V59A Personal Belongings

■'Group■-0 ■ . ■ ■ ■ ^ :- ^'130-.: ■ ■ ,' ': ■ .■' .; .: • '10'.^0'7
Group 1 ■

0 .:

0
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0

■

• 0

Hospital Comparisons

This next discussion will exiamine the differences,
if ariy, between the two hospitals.

Basicallyj both

hospitals contain simi1ar employee composition.

Kaiser's

consists of 85 perceht females and 15 percent males; SBCH

consists of 84 perceht females and 16 percent males. (See
Table 25)

Ethnic make-up is also basically the same, with

Kaiser having slightly more Caucasian employees (75 per
cent of sample; SBCH 66 percent of sample), and slightly

less of the other minority groups than SBCH.

Minority

groups consist of almost an even distribution in both hos

pitals for the remainder of the distribution. (See also
Table 25)

Between the two hospitals, cross-tabulations did not

express any significant difference between male and female

comparisons as Well as with ethnic back-ground, marital

status, occupation, and education. (See Table 25 page
43-45 for comparisons)

Similarly, T-tests between the two

hoSPith1s showed no significant difference in age, income
or years-of-service.

(See Table 26 for T-Tests)
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TABLE 25

Comparisons Of Respondent Gharacteristics
Between Hospitals

MaIe\FemaIe

Kaiser Hospital

SBCH

Male

11

15^3^

10

16.49K

Female

61

84.7^

51

83.6^

72

100.0

61

100.0

Ethnic Comparison

Caucasian

51

15.0%

39

66.1^

Black

6

8.8^

7

11.9^

Hispanic

5

7.4^

7

11.9^

Asian

4

B.S%

6

10.2^

100.0^

59

100.0%

*missins cases=^6
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Table 25 continued
•

Marital Status Comparison

00

Kaiser Hospital

Marr i ed

SBCH

54

78.3^

39

63.9^

Sing1 e

6

8.7^

12

19.7^

Divorced

4

5.S%

4

6.6%

•

Separated

3

DC
4.3SK

2

3.3%

Other

2

2.9^

4

6.6%

68*

100.0

59

100.0

*missing cases-3

Occupational Comparison

Maintenance

3

4.3%

2

3.3%

16

22.9%

5

8.2%

Technical

4

5.7%

2

3.3%

Clerk

2

4

6.6%
70.5%

Clerical Tech

Professional
Other

42

60.0%

43

3

4.3%

5

100.0%

61

70*

*missing cases=2
95

100.0%

Table 25 continued

Educational Comparison

Kaiser Hospital

High School

SBCH

8

11.3^

8

Some Co11ege

17

23.9%

12

19.7%

AA\AS Degree

22

31.0%

16

26.2%

BA\BS Degree

18

25.4%

18

29.5%

■ ■ ■. ' 6

8.5%

Masters Degree

11.5%

or higher
•r- ^

CO
_ __
—

94

71»

100.0%

*missing c as es =1

96

61

100.0%

Table 26

T-Tests Table Between Kaiser Hospital and SBCH
For Ai^e, Income and Years-of-Service

Group 1

Kaiser Hospital

Group 2

SBCH

Age

N

X

Group 1

67

40.1

Group 2

60

41.6

Income

N

Group 1

62

57.8

Group 2

56

53.5

X

T Value

-.80

P

.427

T-Value

.91

.365

Years-of-Servi ce
N

X

Group 1

71

11.1

Group 2

59

8.7

T Value

1.84

.068

Comparing the frequency distributions of the theft

offenses (Section 2) between the two hospitals, Kaiser
Hospital had a higher frequency of thefts than SBCH; 389
as opposed to 243 reported by employees.

percent higher.

This is 37

Although this may seem like a high
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frequency for both hospitals, one should Jkeep in mind that
the frequency Of theft mostly involves items ?uch as medi

cal aid supplies, office supplies, kleenex« and hospital
lotion, qbserved in the different departments or thei r own

by a percentage Of the personnel.

The frequency is consi

derably lower when yaluable iteme are considered.

For

example^ the frequency in this section fOr theft bf an

office typewr i ter is one observed as opposed to thirty
thefts observed with hospital uniforms.

CrOss-tabulations indicate significance in three

items between the iwO hbspi ta1s.

Linen supi>^ ies (V2OAl)

has a Chi-square probability value of .022i

Wi th this

item, the significant difference lies in the area of the

type oh ffequency.

Kaiser personnel's frequency

distrtbution scatters among the four selections (weekly,
monthly, 6-months, or yearly), while SBCH employees'
frequency falls ohly in the two latter selections.

In

short, for this variable Kaiser persohnel commits theft
more often.

Theft of kleehex boxes (V36A1) had a

Chi-square probability value of .026. Kaiser employees
reported 24 thefts by ''other*' emplbyees, whereas SBCH

reported 12 thefts.

For this item. Kaiser employees hAd

twice as many admits committed more often than by SBCH
employees.

For both facilities, the mode was weekly.

Janitorial cleaning supplies (V37B1) also demonstrated

significance iii favor of SBCH with a probabiIi ty leve1
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of .046.

SBCH employees reported five thefts as opposed

to three reported by Kaiser employees.
Section Three, the self-reporting of theft, reveals
some interesting results.

This section is actually more

GonClusive since the employee recorded his or her own

theft activity.

In this section also, Kaiser Hospital

employees reported a higher frequency of theft than SBCH

employees.

Among the 17 variables, Kaiser Hospital

employees admitted to 99 thefts, whereas SBCH employees

admitted to 46 thefts.

This is slightly over twice as

much than SBCH employees*

multiple thefts.

Some employees admitted to

Thus, employee deviance for Kaiser

Hospital is twice that of SBCH.

Between the two hospitals

two items showed significance, hospital lotion (Chi-square
probability value of .000) and kleehex boxes (Chi-square
probability value of .035).

23 thefts of lotin^
thefts.

Kaiser employees admitted to

SBCH employees admitted to five

The mode was semi-annually.

With kleenex boxes.

Kaiser employees admitted 24 thefts compared to H
admitted by SBCH employees.

The mode was weekly.

'-Summary ■ ■

Most importantly, the statistics show a theft

problem among the two hospitals, even thbugh it may be
more dominant in the smaller, less Valuable items in the

hospital.

The statistics also show that Kaiser Hospital

has a greater theft problem than SBCH, almost twice as

high, accordirig to the frequency scores.

"Professional"

employees in both hospitals have the highest frequency of
theft for only one variable;

Depending on the hospital

item» theft activity ranges from 1-46 percent.

Women have

a higher theft rate than men, 23 percent higher.

And for

the most part, respondent characteristics such as ethnic

backgrounds * marital status, incomes and years-of-service

are hot indicators of theft when introduced to the sample.
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SPMMj«IY AND CONCLUSIONS

Suinmary of the Problem
Introduction

Theft, in general, continous to be a extensive

problem in law enforcement.

Specifically, employee theft

is a growing condition for m

companies and organiza

tions.

Losses from employee theft amoupt to hi 1 lions of

dollars annually.

Hospitals, as service organizations,

see® to be susceptible to the same crimes Of employee

pilferage, embezzlement, collusion, and "kickbacks," as
other organizations.

As research indicatesj one out of

ten hospital emplbyees commit theft (Mclintbck, 1970).

Other research studies show a? much as 50-75 percent of a

hospital's persphnel are involved in theft (Tersine, 1981;

?eitlih, 1971).

Moreover, theft occurs in practically

every department with some dbpart®ents beihg more suscept
ible than others.

to

Employee theft in hospiitals is believed

to the high costs of medical care.

However, since

there is limited research on theft in hospitals, it is
difficult to assess the impact of the phenomenon.
Certainly, theft can be a cpntributing factor.
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This research has attempted to create more data where

little data exist and simultaneously discover new policies
controlling employee theft in hospitals.

It has also

attempted to identify the extent of employee theft at a
local level, specifically, employee theft in two local

hospitals.

One of the goals of this study was to identify

those variables that may be indicators of theft.

To focus

on those variables, several hypotheses were developed.

Primary data were gathered by distrihuting a self-

administered questionnaire to the employees of two local

hospitals.

The survey contained questions about employee

theft in hospitals which also included a self-report
section.

It was distributed to 500 hospital employees,

250 from each facility.

Out of 500 employees, 133 (28

percent) responded to the survey.

The dependent va.riables included a perception scale
and a list; of offenses.

The independent variables were

gender, iaarital status, age, ethnic background, occupa
tion, eduGation, income,: and years-of-servicei

To

analyze these variables, cross-tabulations, Chi-square,
and T-Tests were used.

Analysis and Interpretations

In order to help identify some of the indicators of

theft, ten hypotheses were developed.

The hypotheses were

generated from the research reviewed.

Out the ten hypo

theses, only one hypothesis was accepted.
.

10.2.'"

The primary

purpose of the hypotheses was not only to identify theft
indicators, but also to show a relationship between the
variables.

Hypothesis One stated that there would be a theft

problem among the two hospitals.

A theft rate of more

than 10 percent in any item was defined as a theft

problem.

According to the frequency distributions, eight

of the variables had a theft rate of 10 percent with some

having 20, 30 and 40 percent theft rates.

Therefore,

Hypothesis One was accepted.

Hypothesis Two stated that male employees would have

a higher theft rate than women employees.

variables showed the opposite of this.

Analysis of the

Females not only

had a higher rate of theft than men, but also committed

more theft of different hospital items.

This hypothesis

was rejected.

Hypothesis Three predicted that male employees would

admit to theft of greater monetary value.

The statis

tics indicated that women not only committed thefts

similar to men but in addition committed theft of other
hospital items.

Women actually committed thefts of

greater monetary value.

Therefore, Hypothesis Three was

rejected.

Hypothesis Four predicted that younger employees
would have a higher frequency of theft than older

employees.

There was only one variable out of the 17 that
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showed statistical significance. This was not enough to

accept the hypothesis. Generally, age is not an indicator
of theft in this sample. Therefore, Hypothesis Four was
not accepted.

Hypothesis Five proposed marital status would have a
direct effect on theft activity. Those employees who were
not married would have a higher theft activity than those
who were married. Testing with Chi-square did not dis
close any significant association between the variables.
Thus, this hyppthesis rejected.

Hypothesis Six proposed that among the different
ethnic groups, some groups would have a higher theft

frequency than others. Chi-square revealed no signifi
cant differences among the various types of theft.
Therefore, Hypothesis Six was not accepted.

Hypothesis Seven stated among the different

occupations, some occupations would have a higher theft
frequency than others. Testing nominal and ordinal data
with chi-square, one variable demonstrated significance

having a probability level of .03. Professional employees
more frequently took medical aide supplies. Having one
variable out of 17 showing significance was not suffi

cient to state that occupation was an indicator of theft.
Thus, this hypothesis was rejected.

Hypothesis Eight predicted employees with more
education will have less frequency of theft than those
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employees with less education.

Using Chi~square, two

variables displayed significance with probability levels

of .047 and .002.

However, two hospital items showing

significance was still not enough to state that education

was an indicator of theft.

Therefore, this hypothesis

was not accepted.

Hypothesis Nine proposed employees with a higher
income would have lower frequencies of theft than those

with less income.

Using t-tests for this hypothesis

disclosed no significance when income was introduced as

an indicator to the variables.

This hypothesis was

not accepted.

Hypothesis Ten stated employees with less "years

of-service" or less tenure would be more likely to engage
in theft activity than those with more tenure.

One item

revealed a significant difference with a probability level
of .001.

In the other 16 variables, t-tests disclosed no

significance for years-of-service as an indicator of

theft.

Hypothesis Ten was rejected.

In summary, one of the hypothesis was accepted.

Hypothesis One confirms a "healthy" theft activity
occurring between the two hospitals.

Although three of

them had one or three variables showing significance, nine
hypothesis were rejected.

Generally, most of the respondents for Sections

Two and Three did not observe or have knowledge of theft
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by employees.

Yet, the theft activity reported for

"having knowledge" of theft ranged from 1-46 percent with
the self-report section having theft activity between
1-31 percent.

Although most of the employees noticed a small

amount of theft, the theft loss reported among the
combined items was substantial, as Hypothesis One shows.

Many of the hospital items had over a 10 percent theft

rate with some rates being in the 20, 30, and 40 percen
tile.

Between the two hospitals. Kaiser Hospital had

more theft activity reported by employees suggesting that
private hospitals may have more theft than public
hospitals.

Of the items established as having a theft problem
for the self-reported section, the admissions of theft

ranged from 12-36 percent.

In the study by Hoilinger

(1988), admissions of theft ranged from 17-41 percent.
In his 1983 study, theft admissions by respondents were

approximately 33 percent. In the study by Jones (1981),
which was done on an extremely small scale (N=34), 85
percent of the respondents admitted to theft.

Lastly, of

those that answered the question of theft in the study by
Hofacre (1979), 48 percent admitted to theft.

In relation

to the total sample, this percentage would be only 14
percent.

Comparing these past studies to the current

research, the percentages are approximately the same.
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Regarding the perception scale, the respondents do

noV consider taking hospital lotip^ kleenex^ or clerical
supplies theft df company pi-pperty. Takihg any other

hospital itern mentioned in the questidnnalre; hQwever, is
considered

serious" theft by most respondents in this

sample.

Implications

According to the frequencies of the offenses

reported (1-46 percent), theft is occurring in the two
hospitals. Frequencies were higher in the less valuable
items and lower in the more valuable ones.

valuable items had the^ h

The less

frequencies, but there

were many of theiD. The more valuable Items had rej^orted
frequencies of 1-9 percent.

A1though theft of the more

valuable items was more infrequent, the combination of the

theft actiVity probably represents a substantia1 loss to

1^®

ts.

Control measures are definitely heeded.
Limi tations

This research was limited to the quantity of

participating hospitals.

Five hospitals would have been

preferred for a better comparative analysisi

Out of

necessity, this research was limited to only two local

hospitals. With ;such a 1imitation, generalizing from
these results toother hospitals is riot warrarited.
However, it is known from this research that theft does

exist within these two hospitaIs with several items having

over a 10 percent theft rate.

Since this researcher focused exclusively on indi

cators of theft, the research did not explore any other
areas.

Also, a variety of departments were not included.

The research attempted to obtain a general view of theft

in hospitals by asking questions regarding theft by other
employees.

Doing this limited the self-reporting section.

It may have been better to have focused the entire ques
tionnaire on the self-reported theft.

Perhaps then more

information might have been acknowledged about employee
theft in hospitals.
Assessment

In analysis, it seems that many of theft problems
are due to a lack of controls when in fact theft can be

controlled.

Although theft may not be totally eliminated,

it can certainly be reduced to a minimum loss.

the key to much of the theft.
There are many ways.

Control is

How do we gain control?

Research, for example, states that

a cross referencing system should be installed in all

departments ordering and distributing materials.

The

"golden rule" is never let one person be responsible for
the whole function.

appropriate.

A "separation of duties" is more

To give someone full responsibility is to

induce opportunity.

Separation of duties reduces

"opportunity."

Criminal experts state there are four basic reasons
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why employees commit theft, opportunity being one of
them. The others are need, justification and greed.
Opportunity is the most crucial and most controllable

condition of theft. Opportunity is created by a lack of

workable security over valuabie merchandise. Theft occurs

when a firm fails to implement controls. Need may be real
or imagined, monetary or psychological. Justification is

the reason, or reasons, that employees use to rationalize
theft behavior. When opportunity, need, and justification
are present, theft is likely to occur (flemphill, 1974).

Remoying one of these elements, theft is less likely to
occur. Other employees commit thefts because they are

inherently dishonest people and greed oyerc<"»es them

(Caudi11, 1988). Need is often confused with greed. What
most define as need is usually a desire to improve status

through greed (Arnold, 1985). Essentially, these people
are driven by greed to have more. Other studies relate
low-paying positions to greed. One study found that those
who earned less were more prone to commit theft

(Hoilinger, 1979). Another study found those employees in
lower status who usually are the lower paid committed more
theft (Tucker, 1990).

Other experts state temptation is the basis for much

of the theft. Temptation can be eliminated by reducing
the opportunity. Control of theft is then achieved. It
is ultimately the responsibility of the employer to reduce

temptations.

Tempfation is also irelated to low wages.

Employees feeling underpaid for some reason or another are

more tempted to steal than other employees (Zeitlin, 1971;
Tersine, 1981).

Some employees steal because of the low risk of

apprehension and punishment.
prosecute for theft.

Most companies simply do not

Another reason employees steal is

poor management models.

Studies show that 60-80 percent

of theft may be due to management or supervision (Hefner,

1986).

If management models are themserves corrupt or

inefficient, then lower level employees may be merely
following higher-level examples.

Other methods to control theft begin with proper

screening at the initial hiring stage.

Carefully check

ing employment and credit history of the prospective
employees is mandatory.

Pre-screening tests, such as

written and polygraph tests, are also available to
disclose potentiai dishonest^^ 6^^

hdnest persbns.

Once

hired, management should install controls such as a

cross-referencing system foilowed by rbutine inspections.

Employees should be bonded if their positions could result
in embezzlement.

Closed circuit television is also an

invaluable tool.

Exits and entrances should be channelled

for better survei1lance.

In designing hospital faci1i

ties, rooms containing valuable hospital property should
not be located near stairwells or elevators.
: ',110 .

Such
■

■

property should be iQcited in rooms where hallways offer
natural survdi1lance.

should be conducted;.

Inventpr ies and independent audits

These praLCtices not only identify

theft but also acts as deterrents.

Security guards should

be given mult iple responsibllities dur ihg a shift > such as
bperating a control gate and mohitoring a few televisiori
screens.

This not bnly makes the security investnient

eponomical, but also keeps the guard alert.
guards shpnld also be rbtat®^ lo niaxiin^i

Positions of

alertness.

Equal 1 y important> oi^^anizatibns need to have distinct

anti-^theft pol i cies.

Each employee should be notified

of ihe corporate theft policy and the pqlicy should be
routinely initrbduced during orientatibn or trainihg.

To

enfbrce the pblicy, it shbuId be reiterated throughbut
the year.

Studies show companies with anti-^theft

policies have lower theft levels than those without

V<;Caudill
In sununary, perhaps what is in order is an assessment

of the existing cbmpany structure or policies
create opportunity?

Do they

Are there "separation of duties?" Is
of current iSethods of

operation?

Is there lack of contrbl?'

Is the current

security system adequate for the facility?

In the self

rejport section of the survey, 54 percent of the respond
dents ebhsidered it "easy" to coaunit thbft within the

facility.

In the thefts occurred, bnly 23 percent Of of

theiii were reported to security.

And only 12 percent of

the thefts reported had follow-up investigrat ions.

There

fore, a critical element in theft prevention is the

security systein and reporting practices.

Also, education

in theft policy and procedures need to be incorporated
when training employees.

Perhaps what is initially heeded is reorganization.
In reorganizing, control practices can be simultaneously

incorporated without extra time and effort.

these principles, theft can be reduced.

Utilizing

Thus, company

theft losses are minimized.
Recommendations

Because only two hospitals were available to the

study, more research is definiteiy needed.

A study with

minimum of 6-10 hospitals might disclose information that

could be generalized to other hospitals. Focusing the
entire research on the self—reporting of theft behavior
could expose valuable information.

Studies show (Hollinger, 1983) that indicators of

theft do exist. In this hesearch age,vmari tal statiis,
occupation, and education had a tendency toward being

indicatofs of theft'in one -to three items.

To expose the

indicators of theft more conciusively, further research

is heeded from a different approach with a greater number
of persohnel.
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Theft has simply become a problem too big for
service organizations to ignore, especially when it can
be controlled.

Future research should include more

testing of the variables with hospitals from a wider
geographic area.
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APPENDIX A

HOSPITAL QUESTIONNAIRE
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Hospital Questionnaire

This survey contains three sets of similar questions;
however, each set of questions involves different circum

stances.

The first set of questions are to establish your

perceptions of the seriousness of certain behavior.

The

second set of questions reg^ards the hospital in general
and the department. The final set of questions pertains
to your personal experiences.

The following questions are designed to determine your
perceptions of the seriousness of certain acts.

You are!

asked to rate the seriousness of each act with zero being
the least serious and ten being the most serious. Using
the scale below, answer the question according to how
serious you consider the act. (Enter the code number of
your answer on the space provided.)
Least Serious
0 1 2 3

i

5

6

7

Most Serious
8 9 10

!•

Taking hospital linen, blankets, or towels.

2.

Taking an office typewriter.

3.

Taking a hospital TV.

4.

Taking hospital uniforms or gowns.

5.

Taking small hospital equipment.

6.

Taking surgical instruments.

7.

Taking a computer terminal.

8.

Taking a hospital carpentry tools.

—

i

4

Taking hospital lotion.

10.

Taking large hospital equipment.

11.

Taking medical aid supplies such as band aids,
bandage tape, or gauze.

12.

Taking xerox paper.

13.

Taking hospital paintings or art work.

14.

Taking clerical supplies such as pens, pencils
or paper clips.
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15.

Taking office supplies like staplers or
scissors.

i'6. ;Taki-ttg''''oT'fico'-rfurni'ture..^' ' '

■

•

■ l7>;'':;'Taki:ng/a-\.bp%-'Pf:,kleenex.; V/

_____ 18.

■

Taking housek'Beping or janitbrial cleaning
supplies.

19.'- Taking patient care supplies such as
thermOineters, tongue depressors, or
■ ■ st'ethoscope

'

Based on your know1edge, answer the fo1iowing <iuestions
regarding employee behavior. Since january 1, 1991,
has ANY EMPLOYEE IN YOUR DEPARTMENT done any of the
following? (Check the appropriate box.)

20.

Taken hospitel linen, blankets> or towels?
Any hospital einployee not in your department?
-■■IbvNb'-

:Yee' -'if ,:yes',- in.x-the.;, last,

n Week

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your bepartment?

[1 No
21.

[] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Weok

[I Month

[] 6 Mbnths

i] Year

Taken an office typewriter?

Any hpspital employee not in your department?
[] No [] Yes if yes, in the last

fl Week

11 Month

I| 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

[] No

[] Yes if yes, in the liast

[] Week

(] Month

.;;22.- , y'T,akenva ■ho.s,pi:taf-fv?;

[] 6 Months

[] Year

■

■^hy i*®®P^ipi employee not in your department?
[J No

[] Yes if yes, in the last

I] Week
5

[] 6 Months

[] Year

®®P^®y®® th your departmen

[J No

11 Yes if yesr in the last

[I Week
23.

(] Month

(] Mohth

[] 6 Mohths

[] Year

Takep hOspital unifprms or gowns?
Any hospital employee not in your department?
[] No [J Yes if yes, in the last

11 Week

[] Month
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[] 6 Months

(1 Year

Any employee in your department?

[] No

I] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week
24.

[] Month

[1 6 Months

[] Year

Taken small hospital equipment?
Any hospital employee not in your department?
[] No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

[No]
25.

[] Yes if yes, in the last
[] week
[] month
11 6 months

[] Year

Taken surgical instriunents?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
11 No [1 Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[1 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

[J No

[] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week
26.

[1 Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Taken a computer terminal?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
11 No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week

[1 Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

[1 No

[] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week
27.

(1 Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Taken hospital carpentry tools?
Any hospital employee not in your department?

[1 No

[1 Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department

[1 No

[] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week
28.

[] Month

[1 6 Months

(1 Year

Taken hospital lotion?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
[1 No [1 Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week

[1 Month

[1 6 Months

[1 Year

Any employee in your department?

[1 No [1 Yes if yes, in the last

[j Week

[1 Month
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[1 6 Months

[1 Year

29.

Taken large hospital equipment?
Any employee not in your department?
[] No [1 Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[] G Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

11 No

(] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

30.

[1 Month

[] 6 Months

(J Year

Taken medical aid supplies such as band aids, bandage
tape or gauze?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
tl No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

II No

I] Yes if yes, in the last

[j Week
31.

[] Month

H 6 Months

[] Year

Taken xerox paper?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
[1 No {] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week

I] Month

11 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

11 No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week
32.

[] Month

{] 6 Months

[] Year

Taken hospital paintings or art work?
Any hospital employee not in your department?
11 No [] Yes if yes, in the last

I] Week

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

[] No

[] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week
33

[1 Month

[] 6 Months

I] Year

Taken clerical supplies such as pens, pencils or
paper clips?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
11 No U Yes if yes, in the last

11 Week

[] Month

[J 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

11 No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week
34

[1 Month

[] 6 Months

{] Year

Taken office supplies like staplers or scissors?
Any hospital employee in your department?
I] No [J Yes if yes, in the last

11 Week {] Month
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[j 6 Months

[1 Year

35.

Taken office furniture?

Any hospital emproyee in y

11 No

[] Yes if yes, in the last
[] Week
[1 Month
[] 6 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your departinent?
(1 No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

^^8. ; Taken a box of kleenex?

Any hospital employee hot in your departinent?
[1 No [1 Yes if yes, in the last

IJ Week

[J Month

[16 Months

[] Year

Any employee in your department?

[] No [] Yes if ye^^

[1 Week
;37i

in the last

(] Month

[] 6 Months

(J Year

Taken housekeeping or janitorial cleaning' supplies?
Any hospital employee not in your department?
[1 No [1 Yes if yes, in the last

[) Week

[] Month

[1 6 Months

{] Year

Any employee in your department?
[} No [] Yes if yes, in the last

11 "ook : [] Month
38.

[J 6 Months

[j Year

Taken patient care supplies such as thermometers,
tpneua depressors or stethoscopes?

Any hospital employee not in your department?
■ : I] No {] Yes If yes, in the last

Ij Week

[J Month

[] 6 Months

[J Year

Any employee in your department?

[1 No [] Yes if yes, in the last
II Week [] Month
[1 6 Months
39.

[] Year

In any of these thefts, was hospital security
notified?.

2. Yes

3. Don't Know

40. Was there any fpllow-up investigati0ns by hospita1
^ •
■ S-ecurl-ty?

1. No

41.

2. Yes

3» Don *t Know

In your opinion^ is the hospital security adequate?
^

, Ye-s-

.3.> '-Not:'Sure-. ., ''.
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We now want to know your Own PERSONAL EXPERIENCES.

you taken any of the foil

Have

items? (Please remember,

your responses are anonymous-jnei ther the researchers nor

anyone else will be able to connect the questionnaire to
youi And your questlonnaire^^ w^11 be destroyed aS soon as
the answers are coded into a computer,) (Cheek; the^^^>
^\appropriate^bdx V ^
Have you:

42.

Taken hospital linen, blankets or towels?

11 No

[] Yes if yes, in the last

y Week
43.

[] 6 Mohths

[] Year

[] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Taken hospital iiniforms or gowns?
11 No [] Yes if yes, ih the last

[1 Week

I1 Month

[1 6 Months

[] Year

Taken small hospital equipment?
[1 No [] Yes if yes. In the last

[} Week
47.

[] Month

Taken a hospital TV?
[] No [] Yes if yes, in the last

i] Week

46;

[J Yeer

t1 Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week

45.

[] 6 Months

Taken an office typewriter?

{] No
44.

[] Month

11 Month

X] 6 JiOnths

[] Year

Taken surgical instruments?
[] No XI Yes if yes, in the last

(j Week

XJ 6 Months

[] Year

48.

Taken a Computer terminal?

[] Year

49.

XI No [] Yes if yes, in the laSt
XI Week [] Month [] 6 Months
Taken hospital carpentry tools?
X] No

X] Yes if yes, in the last

1] Week
50.

XI Month

X] 6 Months

J] Year

Taken hospital lotion?

X] No

XI Yes if yes, in the last

X] Week
51.

XI Month

XJ Month

Xl 6 Months

X1 Year

Taken large hospitjal equipment?
XI No U Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week ,

XI Month
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X I 6 Months

(J Y®®"*

52. Taken medical aid supplies such as band aids, bandage
tape or gauze?

n No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week
53.

[] 6 Months

[] Year

Taken office supplies like staplers or scissors?
[1 No

[1 Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week
54.

[]"Month

I] Month

[] 6 Months

{] Year

Taken office furniture?

[] No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week
55.

[] Month

[] 6 Months

(] Year

Taken a box of kleenex?

11 No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[] Week

[] Month

[] G Months

[] Year

56. Taken housekeeping or janitorial cleaning supplies?
I] No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week

[J Month

[] 6 Months

[J Year

57. Taken patient care supplies such as thermometers,
tongue depressors or stethoscope?

{] No [] Yes if yes, in the last

[1 Week [] Month

[] 6 Months

[] Year

58. How easy was it to take any of the items mentioned?

59.

(1 1. Very easy

(1 3. Somewhat difficult

[] 2. Somewhat easy

I] 4. Very difficult

In any of these thefts was hospital security
notified?

2. Yes
60.

3. Don't Know

Were there any follow-up investigations by hospital
security?

2. Yes
61

3. Don't Know

In your opinion, is hospital security adequate?
2. Not Sure
Basic Information

(Circle number of answer that applies to you)
62. Are you:

1. Male

2. Female
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63.

Your year of birth

64.

Marital Status:

1. Married

2. Single

3. Divorced

4. Separated

5. Other

65.

Your Ethnic\Racial Background:
1. Caucasian

3. Hispanic

2. Black

4. Oriental

5. Other

(Please Specify)
66.

67.

Your Occupation:
1. Maintenance

3. Technical

5. Professional

2. Clerical

4. Clerk

6. Other_

Education:

1. Some High School

4. AA or AS Degree

2. High Graduate or GED

5. BS or BA

3. Some College

6. Masters Degree or
Higher

68.

Family Income in the last

69.

Your years of seryice?_

year.

If you should have any comments about the questionnaire,
please enter them here.

.
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APPENDIX B
LETTERS
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Dear Respondent:

This survey is endorsed by the Criminal Justlee Department
of California State University San Bernardino. The
purpose of this survey is to obtain aiccurate information

about certain behavior that occurs within a hospital

setting. The information will be used for planning and
research purposes only. With your assistance, the goals
of this study can be accomplished. We only ask a few
minutes of your time to complete this questionna.ire. With
the cooperation of your Hospital Administration, your name
was selected at random from hundreds of other employees.
Since only a few questionnaires were mailed, your response
represents hundreds of other empldyees. The questionnaire
is completely anonymous and confidential. You, as the
respondent, cannot be identified^ Most of the questions

pertain to your knqwiedge or personal experiences wiih
certain behavior. In apprbximately tw6 weeks, you may
receive a follow-up letter reminding you to complete the

questionnaire. Since the questionnaire is completely
anonymous and we do not know who has returned a question
naire, follow-up may be mailed to all participants. After
completion, please return the questionnaire as Soon as

possible in the sblf—addressed stamped envelope provided
for your cbnvenience ^ PIease remember, your participa
tion is voluntary. Results of the study will be mailed
to you. Upon request. Thank you for your time and
cooperation.

Graduate Student

Cr iminal Just ice Department
California-State University
San Bernardino
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Dear Respondent:

About two weeks age ypu should have received a
questionnaire from the Criminal Justice Department of

Cal-State University San Bernardino. If you have already
returned the questionnaire» thank you for your promptness.
If you have not returned it as yet, this card is a
reminder to complete the questionnaire. Please remember

that the questionnaire is completely anonymous. Neither
the researcher nor your hospital administration can

identity yOur questionnaire.

Furthermore, your hospital

administration will never see the returned questionnaires.
Thank you for your time and cooperatloh.

Graduate Student

Criminal Justice Department

California-State University
San BerhardinO
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